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Regarding National Land Use Maps and Plans
Draft National Physical Development Plan

Dear Sirs:

AF

Environmental Systems Ltd. of the British Virgin Islands (ESL) is pleased to submit this Draft National Physical
Development Plan (NPDP) for the National Land Use Maps and Plans project.

The NPDP reflects the research and analysis of the consulting team, in addition to the significant input of stakeholders
through extensive consultation that was conducted, as well as feedback from the National Planning Workshop
participants.
The NPDP contains four key deliverables that are required under the Terms of Reference. These include: (1) the NPDP,
(2) the institutional framework plan, (3) the investment action plan, and (4) the monitoring and evaluation
framework. Each of these deliverables are provided in this single document so that the relationships between them can
be effectively captured. The NPDP is at the forefront of this package (Parts A and B), comprising a summary of how the
Plan came about, its vision and functional policies, and the investment action plan which stems from the policies outlined
in the NPDP. The other two deliverables form the latter portion of this document (Part C) and represent the institutional
strengthening and plan monitoring that will help the BVI achieve the NPDP’s vision.

R

We trust that you will find this Draft Plan in order. Should you have any questions or require any clarification, please do
not hesitate to contact the undersigned at the coordinates provided in our letterhead or telephone +1.284.541.6288.
Yours truly,

D

Environmental Systems Ltd.
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Message from the Chief Planner

Message from the Chief Planner

FT

1.0

The British Virgin Islands continually offers a quality of life at a standard well above that of our

other Caribbean nations, yet equally faces a challenging future in the face of climate change
impacts and shifts in the global economy.
A strong future for the BVI means achieving resiliency while fully embracing the ideals of

sustainable land management. Our collective aim is to achieve our vision for the future by
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protecting what is important, developing wisely, and making sound investments that create
economic and social advancement opportunities.

This new National Physical Development Plan for the BVI is our roadmap for climate change
resiliency and sustainable land management over the next 20 years. It represents the
culmination of extensive technical analysis as well as broad public consultation with a wide
range of citizen and agency stakeholders – it is truly a plan “by and for BV Islanders”.
The Planning Authority -- as well as all the staff of the Town and Country Planning Department –
hope that you find our plan clear, understandable, and inspiring. We welcome your investments
and development proposals, and look forward to working in partnership to help conserve and

D

build the BVI for the benefit of today’s generations and every generation to come.

Yours sincerely,

[digital signature to be added by Mr. Adams]
Gregory Adams, AICP
Chief Planner

2
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How to Read and Use the NPDP

2.0

How to Read and Use the NPDP

The NPDP is three documents in one:
1. A chronicle of how the Plan came to be;
2. Policies with complementary maps to guide development and conservation; and,
planning over time.

FT

3. A roadmap for investment and strengthening institutional capacity to achieve better

The NPDP is therefore divided into three parts as follows:

Part A: The Origins of the National Physical Development Plan

This part of the NPDP begins with a message from the Chief Planner. It continues by outlining the
background and purpose of the NPDP. This includes a summary of the BVI’s history of National

Plans and the legislative authority which supports the creation of the new NPDP. This section also
contains the process that was followed to write the NPDP, including a summary of the Situation
Analysis and Framework Report. This section concludes with details on the population forecast

for the BVI and details on the stakeholder consultation carried out as part of preparing the final

R
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NPDP.

Part B: The National Physical Development Plan

This part of the NPDP contains the main content of the Plan. It begins with identifying the vision
for the BVI and each of the BVIs sub-regions as well as the key themes to guide growth and
development. Following these statements are the policies that relate to the different land uses in
the BVI as well as policies related to the overall objectives for the BVI. The section concludes with
an Investment Action Plan which details the short, medium and long-term invest priorities for the
BVI to aid in post-hurricane (re) development and its on-going community and social
development.

The National Physical Development Plan contains policies that are interrelated. In some places,
policies are cross-referenced to help identify the linkages. When reading the NPDP, certain

D

sections may overlap to ensure that the policies in Section 6.0 align with the visions and themes
identified in Section 5.0.
The NPDP can be used by a variety of different stakeholders. To assist in navigating the
document, Figure 1 highlights the key parts of the NPDP that each stakeholder needs to refer to
when using the plan. However, when using the NPDP, it should be read and implemented in its
entirety.

3
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How to Read and Use the NPDP
When reference is made to the NPDP during the decision-making process, it is understood that
certain policies may apply directly, indirectly, or not at all to a specific situation, and decisions
should be guided accordingly.
Part C: Strengthening Land Use Planning in the BVI
This part of the NPDP provides guidance on changes to the institutional framework to improve
and strengthen land use planning and development in the BVI. Further, it provides guidance on

D
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FT

how to monitor and report on the Plan to ensure it remains relevant and up to date.
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Figure 1

How you can use the
BVI National Physical Development Plan
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Are you a
decisionmaker in a
government
agency or
an NGO?

5.1
5.2
6.6
7.0
8.0

Land Use Map 1
Section 5.0
Section 6.0
Section 7.0
Section 8.0
Section 9.0
Appendix B Maps
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Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Do you need
to assess
property for
insurance or
mortgage
purposes?
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Are you
interested in
our ideas for
the future,
our priorities,
and our
strategies?

Are you a
technical
expert
assisting the
government
or private
entity with a

Land Use Map 1
Section 6.3
Section 6.4
Section 6.5
Section 6.6.1,
6.6.2, 6.6.3

Are you
an owner
or investor
interested in
real estate or
developing
land?

Land Use Map 1
Section 6.1
Section 6.2
Section 6.3
Section 6.4
Section 6.5
Section 6.6
Section 7.0

Land Use Map 1
Section 5.1
Section 5.2
Section 5.3
Section 6.1
Section 6.2
Section 6.3
Section 6.4
Section 6.5
Section 6.6
Appendix B Maps

...and of course, look at other parts of the plan too! The entire NPDP applies to the BVI.

Background and Purpose of the NPDP

3.0

Background and Purpose of the
NPDP

3.1 History of National Plans in the BVI

FT

In 1972, the Government of the BVI released the Land Development Control Guidelines. These
guidelines act as a reference document when making applications for planning permission
across the Territory. The guidelines cover a range of issues, including the height and density of

buildings, setback recommendations, provisions for parking and policies related to infrastructure.
The Guidelines also provide guidance on how to create and present plans, and the process by
which to obtain planning approval. While the Land Development Control Guidelines cover a

range of important development issues, they don’t have the weight of a policy document. A
more prescriptive form of planning policy is required.

The Government of the 1980’s and 1990’s understood that the BVI required a well mapped-out
strategy, and to achieve this through an inclusive and comprehensive approach, a new vision
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for planning in the BVI became essential. In the late 1990’s the Government embarked on a

multi-sector planning exercise resulting in a National Integrated Development Strategy (NIDS)
(O’Neal, 2000). While the NIDS contained a vision alongside policies/strategies, it did not have a
spatial component – in order words, it did not directly address matters of land use in the BVI.
The Planning Act of 2004 repealed the 1992 Land Development (Control) Ordinance and Land
Development (Control) (Validation) Act, and it enabled the Planning Authority and the office of
the Chief Planner with the ability to create a National Physical Development Plan. Around this
same time, there was a global awakening to the impacts of climate change, and a localised
recognition that the BVI has great challenges towards sustainable land use in the face of
climate change resiliency. It was clear that the time had come for the BVI to have its own
national plan addressing the use of land, or in other words, a national physical development

D

plan.
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Background and Purpose of the NPDP

3.2 The Legislative Authority Supporting the Creation
of a New BVI NPDP
3.2.1 THE PLANNING ACT ACKNOWLEDGES THE IMPORTANCE OF
PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE
The National Physical Development Plan is enabled through the Physical Planning Act (2004).

FT

Under the Act, the planning authority may prepare, or cause to be prepared a National Physical
Development Plan to guide land use planning decisions in the country.

The Act establishes the following goals for land use planning, under Section 4 (1):

a) To foster the awareness that all persons and organisations owning, occupying and

developing land have a duty to use that land with due regard for the wider interests
of both present and future society as a whole;

b) To maintain and improve the quality of the physical environment within which
patterns of human settlement are situated in the Territory;

c) To achieve orderly, economical and beneficial development and use of land and

R
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patterns of human settlement;
d) To assist in the orderly, efficient and equitable planning, allocation and development
of the resources of the Territory taking account of all relevant social, economic and
environmental factors so as to ensure that the most efficient, equitable and
environmentally sustainable use is made of land in the interests of all the people in
the Territory;

e) To provide for the orderly sub-division of land and the provision of services in relation
f)

to land;
To protect and conserve the cultural heritage of the Territory as it finds expression in
the natural and the built environment; and

g) To facilitate a continuous improvement in the quality of life of all the people in the
Territory.

D

3.2.2 THE PLANNING ACT’S REQUIREMENTS FOR THE NPDP
Part III, 11(4)(a) of the Physical Planning Act states that the National Physical Development Plan
must set out a statement of the principle aims and objectives of the Plan. This Plan constitutes
these principle aims and objectives with respect to directing development and land uses in the
BVI.

7
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Background and Purpose of the NPDP
The National Physical Development Plan incorporates the key requirements from the Physical
Planning Act. The National Physical Development Plan meets these Physical Planning Act
requirements:
•

Section 11.(4)(a), a statement of the principal aims and objectives with respect to the
development and other use of land in the area;

•

Section 11.(4)(b), a report on the existing conditions of the area including:
(i). the principal physical, social, economic and environmental characteristics of the
area and the principal purposes for which land is used;

FT

(ii). the size, composition and distribution of the population of the area;
(iii). the communications, transport system and traffic in the area;

(iv). the public services and the physical and social infrastructure provided in the
area;

(v). any other matters which may affect the development and other use of land in
the area or which the Minister may direct;
•

Section 11.(4)(c), a statement of the policies, proposals, and programmes for the future

development and use of land in the area, including principles for regulating the use and
development of land and measures for the maintenance and improvement of the
environment;
•

Section 11.(4)(d), a reasoned justification of the policies and proposals for the future

R
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development and use of land in the area having regard to:

(i). the report of the existing conditions of the area under paragraph (b);

(ii). an examination of the likely environmental effects of the proposals;
(iii). any specific policies of the Government which may affect the pattern of
development in the area;
(iv). the current economic policies of the Government for the development of the
Territory;

(v). the relationship between the proposals in the Plan and other previously
approved development plans which may affect the area;

(vi). the financial and other resources which are likely to be available for carrying out
the proposals of the Plan; and

•

Section 11.(4)(e), a schedule setting out the stages by which the proposals of the Plan

D

may be implemented.
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3.3 Purpose of the New BVI NPDP
The National Physical Development Plan is the key document that will be referred to for all land
use and development considerations for the BVI. The plan will guide planning and development
for the next 20 years and provide a comprehensive investment strategy that supports growth,
climate change resiliency, and sustainability.
The Plan provides a series of maps that refer to the key policies in the plan. The maps illustrate
areas for development subject to the policies of this plan, and illustrate other areas that require

FT

conservation, resource management, and hazard mitigation.

The National Physical Development Plan provides wide-ranging policies in a single plan to help
achieve a sustainable future. As a result, it addresses growth management, economic
development and tourism, environmental protection, urbanisation and development, climate

change, security and resiliency, good design, heritage, community development and services,
recreation, infrastructure, energy conservation, coastal zone protection, utilities,

telecommunication and waste management. The plan also provides guidance on the
monitoring and reporting on the NPDP, to ensure it remains current and relevant.
The plan aims to achieve a number of key objectives. These include:
Identifying land use policies to guide development;

•

Managing development so it complies with legislation and policy documents;

•

Creating a network of water, wastewater, stormwater and transportation connections
which incorporates ways to reduce hazard risk and mitigate the impacts of climate

R
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•

change;

•

Identifying changes to the legislative, regulative and institutional framework for the BVI to
achieve the intent of the Plan;

•

Identifying strategic investments for the next 20 years; and,

•

Creating strategic spatial planning goals and objectives for land and growth

D

management.
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4.0

Preparing the Plan

4.1 How the Plan Was Formed
The NPDP was developed through:
Analysis of the existing conditions to understand the BVI’s assets and the gaps between
the current situation and the vision for how best to undertake long-term physical

FT

•

planning and development within the context of the BVI;
•

A series of workshops with various government departments linked to physical planning
and development;

•

Public and stakeholder consultation; and

•

Applying the principles of good planning, and regional and global best practices.

Two background reports were prepared as part of the process of developing the NPDP, namely
the NPDP Situation Analysis Report and the NPDP Framework Report. They can be referred to for
further details on the data and processes used to develop this plan. The following section
synthesises the key information, analysis, and processes presented in both reports. (For
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additional details, please refer to these reports available under separate cover).

4.2 Situation Analysis, 2017 & 2018
The Situation Analysis Report was originally issued in August 2017, before the impacts of the 2017
hurricane season. Following the aftermath of Hurricanes Irma and Maria (“Irmaria”) the situation
analysis was updated to reflect the new conditions in the BVI. This updated report, published in
October 2018, outlines the existing development issues, provides a land use inventory and
analysis of the BVI’s spatial systems, and outlines the BVI’s natural environment, institutional
framework and initial future outlook. It also provides a high-level summary of the current
problems, constraints, and opportunities with regard to development and physical planning. A
synopsis of the updated Situation Analysis Report (2018), is presented in the following subsections

D

of this NPDP.

4.2.1 SUMMARY OF PHYSICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CHARACTERISTICS

The BVI is situated in the Eastern Caribbean between the US Virgin Islands to its west and Anguilla
to the east, at 18.4207°N latitude and 64.6400°W longitude. It covers an area of approximately
153 square kilometers which is spread out across more than 60 islands.

10
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Preparing the Plan
Most of the islands have a steep topography and a large amount of vegetation. Three of the
four main islands were formed from volcanic origin which resulted in their mountainous terrain
and deep valleys. The islands have six physiographic features: Bedrock Uplands, Lowland Plain,
Colluvial Deposits, Alluvial Deposits, Wetlands and Beach Deposits. Approximately 27% of the
island is forested. The remainder of the vegetation is predominantly made up of cacti, thickets
and dry forests. There are some rainforests on the upper slopes of Tortola and Virgin Gorda and
some woodlands and shrublands are also present across the BVI. The BVI has a steep
topography across most of its islands, with the exception of Anegada which is a low lying island.

FT

Of the 60 islands in the BVI, only 15 are inhabited. Tortola is the densest island and the location of
the Capital, Road Town. Virgin Gorda is the second largest island in terms of density with the
majority of development in Spanish Town. The other two islands have a fairly low density with

Belle Vue on Jost Van Dyke and The Settlement on Anegada being the main areas of activity

and density. Outside of the existing developed areas, there is not a significant amount of land

available to develop due to natural limitations, through steep slopes, coastal areas and places
prone to natural hazards.

The BVI’s climate is subtropical and humid with little variation in temperature throughout the

year. The dry season generally runs from February to June and the wet season from September
to December. The annual amount of rainfall is around 1,200 mm with some of the least rainy
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months receiving as little as 50mm during the dry season. Rain is much more abundant on the
northern slopes of the islands and less abundant on the coast.

The BVI is prone to a number of natural hazards. It lies within the Atlantic hurricane belt and this
hazard is the greatest threat to the islands. The typical hurricane season is June 1 st to November
30th although there have been instances of hurricanes occurring outside of this timeframe.
Hurricanes can result in inland flooding, increase storm runoff and significant damage to
infrastructure and buildings. There is also the possibility of earthquakes and tsunami’s in the BVI.
The BVI sits on the edge of the Caribbean Plate and in close proximity to the Puerto Rican
Trench, where earthquakes in the region of 7.5 to 8.5 magnitude can occur. As a result of this
location, tsunamis are a hazard directly linked to seismic activity. In addition, landslides are
linked to all of the previous hazards, as well as when there is a significant amount of rainfall.

D

The BVI is also a hotspot for biodiversity, with approximately 940 plant species present with 45 of
them being native only to the Puerto Rican Bank. There are 24 species of reptiles and
amphibians, seven of which are endemic to the Territory and 210 bird species.
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4.2.2 SUMMARY OF EXISTING LAND USES
Each of the main islands has a central settlement area, with the larger islands having secondary
settlement areas. Land use patterns are fairly varied in the BVI largely due to the shape of the
steep terrain and access to the road system and marine areas. There are large portions of the
islands that are undeveloped as a result of this.

national parks and protected areas.

FT

Land uses in the BVI include residential areas, commercial centres, business and office uses,
industrial areas and institutional areas. Other uses include tourism areas, marinas, harbours,

4.2.3 POPULATION AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

The BVI had a population of 28,037 people as per the 2010 Census. The Central Statistics Office

estimated that as of 2016 there were roughly 35,968 people. This equates to a population density
of approximately 215 people per square kilometre. Approximately 84% of the BVI’s population is
in Tortola, 14% in Virgin Gorda, 1% in Jost Van Dyke, 1% in Anegada.

The largest settlement area in the BVI is the Capital, Road Town in Tortola. Other settlement
areas in the BVI include East End/Long look on Tortola, Spanish Town on Virgin Gorda, Belle Vue
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on Jost Van Dyke and The Settlement on Anegada.

The average household size in the BVI has been decreasing steadily over the past 40 years. In
1980, the BVI had a household size of 3.34 persons per dwelling. In 2010, at the last census, the
average household size was 2.59 persons per dwelling.

4.2.4 SUMMARY OF CONNECTIVITY

Each of the main islands in the BVI has its own internal road network. Tortola has two major roads
running across the island from east to west and another road connecting Tortola to Beef Island.
These roads account for approximately 55 km of the islands roads, with the remainder of roads
being smaller collector roads. Virgin Gorda also has a fairly extensive road network with
connections to local areas in the south around Spanish Town and in the centre of the island,
near the Gorda Peak National Park. The far western part of the island is not connected to the

D

eastern part by road. Jost Van Dyke has one main paved road running east to west across the
island with the remainder of the roads being small and unpaved. Anegada’s main road runs
across the southern part of the island and is part of a ring road around the island.
Travel between the islands is achieved through the ferry network, although the ferry’s mainly
travel between the four main islands with the exception of some of the smaller islands, such as
Cooper Island and Norman Island. Only some of the sister islands have roads and some of them
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are only reachable by private boat. There is also the ability to travel between Tortola, Virgin
Gorda and Anegada by air.

4.2.5 SUMMARY OF UTILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE
The BVI receives its electricity through the BVI Electricity Corporation and it services the four main
islands as well as seven of the sister islands. Most of the power is provided from the power stations
at Pockwood Pond and Long Bush, while Anegada has its own smaller power station. Power is
handful of oil-powered plants.

FT

predominantly derived from eleven diesel fired generators located across the BVI as well as a

There are three cellular phone service providers in the BVI: CCT, Digicel and FLOW. These

companies are regulated under the Telecommunications Regulatory Commission and they

provide LTE 4G connectivity to the islands. In addition, there are also landline services available,
which are operated by Digicel and FLOW. Internet access is also available and provided by
FLOW and CCT Max.

The Water and Sewerage Department is responsible for managing the BVI’s water supply. Clean
water is provided to any buildings connected to the pipelines. Sewage disposal is only available
on Tortola. In areas not connected to the BVI’s water system, most buildings rely on cisterns or

R
A

rainwater collection tanks. Desalination plants are located on the four main islands.

Solid waste management facilities are located on Tortola, Virgin Gorda and Anegada. Tortola
has an incinerator. Landfills are located on Tortola, Virgin Gorda and Anegada while Jost Van
Dyke relies on twice weekly pickups. There are also a number of recycling programs available
but it is not accessible in many areas in the BVI.

Some built up areas of the BVI are served by storm drains to deal with stormwater. The BVI also

D

has numerous ghuts and some of the remaining salt ponds to assist with managing stormwater.
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4.3 Framework Report
The Framework Report continues from the Situation Analysis report by supplementing some of
the background information but most importantly describes the visioning process and outcomes
of a national planning visioning workshop. The results of this workshop, as well as public
consultation conducted during around the same time, provide much of the philosophical and
strategic direction of this plan. The Framework Report outlines the multiple options for the NPDP

FT

and discusses the basis for the formulation of the Plan. It incorporates feedback received
through the workshop and public consultation on the future of the BVI as a whole, as well as for
Tortola, Virgin Gorda, Jost Van Dyke, Anegada, and the Remaining Islands and Cays. It further

incorporates feedback received during the national planning workshop on investment planning,
priority setting and institutional strengthening.

4.3.1 VISIONING WORKSHOP: ON THE WAY TO A PLAN BY AND FOR
BV ISLANDERS

At the outset of this process, there was a clear desire for the Plan to be “by and for BV Islanders”.
For this goal to be achieved, multi-sector and multi-stakeholder consultation was central to
shaping the Plan. The most significant of this consultation was the visioning workshop that

R
A

provided an opportunity to engage directly with the Planning Authority, various government
departments, agencies, and other key stakeholders to identify important focus areas for the
NPDP and to identify the key policy drivers for the NPDP.

The workshop was attended by Town and Country Planning Department (TCPD), the
Department of Disaster Management, Land Registry, Department of Agriculture, National Parks
Trust of the Virgin Islands, Planning Authority, Conservation and Fisheries Department, Ministry of
Natural Resources and Labour, Public Policy NGO’s and the Legal Sector.
The workshop covered topics around the BVI’s assets, the identification of three guiding themes
to assist in developing policy for the BVI, the identification of 5 sub-regional themes to assist in
developing region specific policy, a discussion of various population scenarios and creating a list
of key investment opportunities.

D

There were also four public consultation events following the visioning workshop, one of each of
the BVI’s four main islands. These consultation events were designed to share the results of the
updated Situation Analysis (2018) and to engage public stakeholders on their concerns and
aspirations. TCPD also conducted an online survey that proved valuable in gathering additional
public input on the future of the BVI.
The results of the workshop and consultation were instrumental in shaping the vision and
development themes in Part B of the NPDP.
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4.4 Population and Growth Forecast
The population forecast in the Situation Analysis (2018) was prepared as a baseline for discussion
in the context of a BVI recovering from the impacts of hurricanes “Irmaria”. The initial long-term
forecast of 17,687 additional people by 2040 was based on some key assumptions:
That the population following the hurricanes will return to normal;
That the average growth rate will remain constant; and,
The average household size would continue to decrease.

FT

•
•
•

During the visioning workshop, participants explored assigning growth to different regions of the
BVI and the implications of that growth (for full details, refer to the Framework Report). The
population numbers were translated into housing units, jobs, number of schools (primary and
secondary) and number of health care centres. This was based on information in the Census
and planning ratios (comparing the number of existing facilities to the existing population). These
ratios included:
•
•
•

Primary Schools: 0.695 per person;
Secondary Schools: 0.195 per person; and,
Health Care Centres: 0.306 per person.

R
A

However, to assist with framing a final set of population growth figures for the BVI to form the
basis of the Plan, additional data or information to understand the trajectory of growth during
the current period of recovery and rebuilding was needed.

TOURISM STATISTICS GIVE INSIGHT TO A POSITIVE TRAJECTORY OF GROWTH IN A
POST-RECOVERY BVI

D

In January 2019, the Central Statistical Office was able to provide data on tourism arrivals broken
down by cruise ship, overnight, and day trippers. Given that a previous study in the region found
that the “marine and yachting sector… outstrips the international cruise segment” in terms of
economic importance (Honey, 2018), the statistics comparing the 2015 to 2018 overnight
visitation as a proxy for economic recovery are provided below in Table 1. Based on this data, it
appears that the trajectory is positive for this key driver of the BVI’s economy, with the proportion
of 2018 to 2017 arrivals increasing from 27% in January to 72% in October. It can be inferred that
the BVI will continue to see a positive trajectory of growth as it moves forward into the future.
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Table 1: Overnight Tourism Arrivals 2015-2018 (Source: BVI Central Statistics Office)

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

Arrivals in
2015
38,356
40,839
48,392
36,889
34,700
32,640
38,509
21,024
11,562
19,114
29,140
41,853
393,018

Arrivals in
2016
42,074
41,238
51,123
36,747
33,713
35,274
41,296
22,061
12,495
20,088
28,520
43,135
407,764

Arrivals in
2017
39,045
41,424
46,756
43,823
34,336
37,891
43,343
22,760
1,154
1,861
3,644
9,089
325,126

Arrivals in
2018
10,685
12,908
17,637
15,703
14,887
17,447
21,371
16,305
6,482
10,661
n/a
n/a
144,086
(Jan-Oct)

Proportion of
2018 to 2017
27%
31%
38%
36%
43%
46%
49%
72%
562%
573%
n/a
n/a
44%

FT

Month

6% GROWTH EXPECTED IN THE SHORT-TERM WITH A RETURN TO MODEST GROWTH

R
A

GOING FORWARD

In April 2018, the Government released its Medium-Term Fiscal Plan (MTFP) for 2018-2020 which
contains an economic review and outlook. The Economic Review and Outlook section of the
Plan states that:

“…a significant rebound in growth is expected in 2019 of 6.4% with more usual levels of
modest growth expected thereafter in 2020 and going forward. We expect that the
momentum for growth in 2019 and beyond will come primarily from tourism and related
industries, as accommodation and marina services properties are restored and tourist
arrivals increase. Recent ongoing and expected investments in our tourism infrastructure
across both public and private sectors are expected to buttress economic growth in the
coming months and years.”

D

Reflecting on the initial population forecasts that can also be characterised as modest growth
(approximately 2% per year), it appears that the BVI may indeed see this order of magnitude of
growth over the next 20 years. Even so, it is imperative that growth be monitored and the Plan
updated to adapt to changing conditions in the BVI as discussed in Section 9.0.

Unfortunately, there is limited data on post-hurricane population distribution across Tortola, Virgin
Gorda, Jost Van Dyke, Anegada, and the Remaining Islands and Cays; in the absence of sound
data, the only assumption that can be made about the relative distribution across the BVI is that
of the status quo, again underscoring the need for monitoring and updating the Plan once
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better information becomes available. If there is a significant difference in the trajectory of
growth and distribution across the BVI once new Census data becomes available, then TCPD
should consider the alternatives explored during the visioning workshop as documented in the
Framework Report (or other scenarios) to help guide appropriate levels of investment.

RESULTANT POPULATION DISTRIBUTION, HOUSING NEEDS, AND COMMUNITY
FACILITY NEEDS
Based on the above considerations, the long-term population targets and total housing for the

FT

BVI over the long-term is presented in Table 2 (refer to the Situation Analysis, 2018 for full details of
the underlying analysis).
Table 2: Population Targets and Housing by 2040

Remaining

Total Targets to 2040
Total Population 2040
Housing Need

Virgin
Gorda

Jost Van
Dyke

Anegada

Islands
and Cays

43,915

3,930

298

285

50

persons

persons

persons

persons

Persons

18,462

3,089

234

225

40

dwellings

dwellings

dwellings

dwellings

dwellings

7,181

1,202

91

87

15

units

units

units

units

units

11,280

1,887

143

137

24

units

units

units

units

units

R
A

Total Dwellings 2040

Tortola &
Beef Island

Housing Type

Total Single Homes 2040

Total Multi-unit Dwellings 2040

Further to the above, population growth can also be assessed against the community facility
provision ratios so as to determine the need for additional community facilities across the BVI.
The results of this scenario are presented in Table 3 below. As mentioned throughout this
subsection of the Plan, it is important to monitor growth so that these facilities are built when the

D

actual need arises.
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Table 3: Additional Community Facilities based on Population Growth, 2040

Growth to 2040

Tortola

Virgin

Jost Van

Gorda

Dyke

Anegada

The
Remaining
Islands
and Cays

2,478

187

180

32

Additional Population 2040

persons

persons

persons

persons

persons

New Primary Schools 2040

10

2

-

-

-

3

0.51

-

-

-

5

1

-

-

-

New Secondary Schools 2040
New Health Clinics/Centres 2040

FT

14,811

4.5 From Draft to Final Plan: Stakeholder Consultation

D

R
A

[This placeholder will be updated with brief results from the stakeholder consultation being
conducted through February 2019.]

1

This suggests there would be sufficient need to expand the existing secondary school, rather than build an
entirely new school.
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Development Plan
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5.0

The NPDP’s Vision for the BVI

The vision for Land Use and Physical Development for the NPDP is derived from the priorities and
values identified through the stakeholder workshop and following public consultation events, as
distilled and interpreted by the professional planners involved in creating this plan.
The vision calls for the protection of the BVI’s natural environment, the enhancement of the BVI’s
be resilient to adverse climate change.

FT

tourism industry and facilities and the adaptation of the BVI’s existing and future infrastructure to

Building a high quality of life and a prosperous future for the BVI depends upon investments,

social and economic development, protecting and enhancing the vitality of the coastal areas
and natural features and increasing resilience to climate change.

The national land use vision and visions for each major region are presented below.

5.1 Vision for the BVI

R
A

5.1.1 A NATIONAL VISION

The BVI will stand out as a leader in the Eastern Caribbean region for its sustainable use of land.
Through the provision of amenities and facilities, the BVI will strive to provide a strong support
system for its local citizens and residents and be a welcoming place for visitors and guests. By
properly guiding development, the BVI will be a leader on tackling climate change issues and
promoting sustainability in all of its sectors, ranging from tourism to business, from housing to
education, and from energy production to preserving its natural beauty. The BVI will enhance its
tourism industry and promote its accessibility to a pristine natural environment while standing tall
in the face of climate change and adverse weather events. Its infrastructure will promote
resilience so that the BVI can continue to accommodate growth, providing much needed

D

services to its residents so they can enjoy a high quality of life.
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5.1.2 FIVE REGIONAL VISIONS
5.1.2.1 TORTOLA
Tortola will continue to be home to the main administrative centre of the BVI and the area
where the most population growth is expected to occur. Tortola’s infrastructure will be built to
ensure that it is capable of withstanding climate change and severe weather events. Tortola will
have excellent quality buildings, roads and other infrastructure. The number of people on

5.1.2.2 VIRGIN GORDA

FT

Tortola will support a vibrant quality of life and a wide variety of shops and services.

Virgin Gorda will continue to be a popular draw for tourists and will strive to enhance its tourism
industry, while also offering local residents a pleasant lifestyle with access to amenities and

services. Virgin Gorda will welcome new tourism development, better infrastructure to support

this, and will expect new development to implement mitigation measures to ensure that it does
not have any detrimental impact to the natural environment.

5.1.2.3 JOST VAN DYKE

Jost Van Dyke will continue to be a well-known tourism destination in the BVI. It will improve its

tourism infrastructure while maintaining the high quality natural environment which is a significant

R
A

draw for visitors and locals. This economic development will support a suitable range of
additional housing, shops, and services to serve those calling Jost Van Dyke their home.

5.1.2.4 ANEGADA

Anegada will continue to be a key tourism destination in the BVI and also protect its vitally
important natural areas and vulnerable natural environment. Preserving Anegada’s natural
beauty and minimising its risk to climate change will maintain the island’s quality of life for
citizens. This will enable Anegada to achieve a resilient and sustainable future, with Anegadians
seeing new investment on the island that will benefit current and future generations.

5.1.2.5 THE REMAINING ISLANDS AND CAYS

Careful development of The Remaining Islands and Cays will continue to support the BVI’s
character, identity, tourism industry and environmental sustainability. Development in these

D

areas will also ensure resiliency to climate change, and especially implement measures to
preserve the natural environment consisting of land-based ecosystems, nearshore areas/reefs,
and the sea.
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5.2 Themes for the BVI
5.2.1 THREE NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT THEMES
The NPDP establishes land use policies around three core themes: Tourism, Natural Environment
and Infrastructure. Each of these themes will work together to guide the BVI’s NPDP and to
achieve the BVI’s vision. An outline of each of the individual themes is provided below.

FT

TOURISM
The BVI will continue to have a strong tourism industry and will be a key driver for the country’s
economy. The BVI will upgrade its existing tourism facilities and provide new facilities that are
climate change-resilient, thereby achieving sustainable tourism.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

The Natural Environment of the BVI will be preserved and protected wherever possible so that

visitors and residents can enjoy the BVI’s natural beauty in perpetuity. The protection of the BVI’s
natural areas will enhance the experience and quality of tourism, preserve important
components of the BVI’s natural ecosystems, and assist with the long-term climate change

R
A

resilience of the BVI.

INFRASTRUCTURE

The BVI’s infrastructure will be resilient and help the country effectively manage future climate
and weather events. New infrastructure will be located to ideally avoid damage from severe
weather events so that it can remain operational in the post-disaster period. Strategic
investments in infrastructure will help support the BVIs tourism industry, provide better access to
public utilities for residents across the BVI, and provide better connectivity between the islands
and beyond.

5.2.2 FIVE REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT THEMES
The national vision, regional visions, and national development themes for the BVI help create a
strong picture of the future. Due to the varied nature of each of the BVI’s islands however, each

D

region also has its own distinct planning theme that will further guide and help characterise its
physical planning for the future. These themes will work in conjunction with the national vision,
regional visions, and national development themes as a way to recognise the contextual
differences of each region and the reality that they are unique in their own right.

TORTOLA: INFRASTRUCTURE
A key focus for Tortola is in relation to its infrastructure. As the BVI’s major hub, it is important that
government services, buildings, facilities, public works, and utilities remain operational during
adverse weather events, or are able to recover quickly. In addition, as Tortola is home to the
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capital city, Road Town, the infrastructure investments need to be built to a high standard, and
be modern and resilient.

VIRGIN GORDA: TOURISM
Virgin Gorda is an island of pristine coastal areas, natural beauty and a key tourism centre in the
BVI. As such, a special focus on tourism characterises the strategic direction for Virgin Gorda’s
future. This includes the preservation and protection of key tourist areas, such as The Baths,
Copper Mine and the like, the promotion of tourist facilities to enhance the local economy,
ensuring that tourist areas are resilient in the face of climate change and severe weather events,

JOST VAN DYKE: TOURISM

FT

and that tourism creates opportunities for local citizens and community advancement.

Tourism is an important part of Jost Van Dyke’s character and identity, with a specific emphasis

on Jost Van Dyke’s small size yet high desirability and famous destination for people from all over
the world. The vision for Jost Van Dyke is centered on tourism and includes enhancing the

marine-based tourism industry that has brought economic development opportunity to Jost Van
Dyke while ensuring there are no detrimental impacts on its natural environment.

ANEGADA: NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

An important focus area for Anegada is on protecting its environment, and continuing to reap

R
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the benefits that it’s pristine and unique environment offered to locals, citizens and tourists. Due

to the low lying nature of the island, it is highly susceptible to climate change, yet it is also home
to unique assets such as its expansive sandy beaches, salt ponds, flamingoes, and Anegada
Rock Iguana sanctuary. The key to Anegada’s future lies in deep respect for its fragile natural
environment and pristine coastal areas, which if carefully managed, will help support a good
quality of life for decades into the future.

THE REMAINING ISLANDS AND CAYS: NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
The Cays in the BVI are a widely diverse group of islands in terms of their size and varying
degrees of vulnerability to climate change. However, these areas are highly sought after for the
yachting opportunities, surrounding corals, shipwrecks, secluded beaches, and exclusivity for
development. For the remaining outer islands and cays to maintain their appeal over the long-

D

term and avoid the perils of overdevelopment, it is important that conservation and protection
of the natural environment in these areas have a strong influence in guiding decisions.
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5.3 How We Will Manage Development and Growth
in the BVI
HOW TO USE THE PLAN IN DECISION MAKING
The NPDP guides decision-making in two primary ways. Firstly, the Act mandates that land may
not be subdivided or developed in the BVI unless planning permission is given. The comparison

FT

of what is being proposed versus the policies and maps of the NPDP help determine whether
planning permission should be given.
Secondly, as a plan having legal status, the Act recognises that every person and organisation

has an onus on responsible land use, and furthermore binds the Crown. Therefore, as it relates to
decisions by the Government and its agencies, the policies and maps of the NPDP need to be
considered to ensure that any decision related to land use does not conflict with this plan.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE DEVELOPMENT PERMISSION PROCESS

The development permission process is mandated by the Act and, over time, the net result of
permitting individual developments through this process is the achievement of the land use
vision of the BVI.

R
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Through the development permission process, a thorough and fair evaluation is given to the

proposed development in accordance with the Act. This ensures that development in the BVI
occurs in an orderly fashion, allows stakeholder involvement in this decision-making process, and
facilitates coordination with other agencies. This process also allows for a proper technical
evaluation of the proposed development, including but not limited to its impact to the
environment, climate change resiliency, public health and safety, quality of the design,
availability of utilities, management of traffic, and general compatibility with immediate and
surrounding land uses. To form a complete submission, it may be necessary to provide additional
technical studies or reports to demonstrate the appropriateness of a proposed development.
Details of these additional reports and studies and whether they apply to a development
application can be found in each of the applicable policy sections and a summary is shown in
Error! Reference source not found.. It also helps the Chief Planner to decide whether the

D

development is allowable unconditionally, allowable with conditions, or should be refused.
In addition, the 1972 Land Development Control Guidelines will be referred to in development
applications. The guidance it provides on land development will apply unless otherwise stated in
this plan. In areas where this plan offers alternative development guidance than that which is
presented in the Land Development Control Guidelines, then the details of this plan will apply. In
future, should the Land Development Control Guidelines be updated, then the development
guidelines in that document will supersede the guidelines in this document.
To this end, the NPDP’s maps and the most salient policies to assist with decision-making are
organised together in Section 6.0 of the NPDP.
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6.0

NPDP Policies and Land Use Maps

The policies listed in this section of the Plan apply to all regions in the BVI. The policies in this
section are intended to strengthen the BVI’s land use planning and foster positive and
sustainable growth for the Territory.
The Land Use Map included in the NPDP must be used in conjunction with the policies to help

FT

guide decision-making. This map is officially part of the NPDP. This map, referred to in this

document as Land Use Map 1, is broken into 5 separate sub area maps which appear on the
following pages of the Plan.

D

R
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Taken together these five maps are officially part of the NPDP.
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NPDP Policies and Land Use Maps

6.1 Orderly Development with a Settlement Area
Hierarchy
a.

The BVI will consist of a hierarchy of Primary Settlement Areas, Towns and Villages, The
Countryside, and the Remaining Islands and Cays, as a means of ensuring orderly
development over the short, medium and long-term.

b.

Primary Settlement Areas, Towns and Villages, The Countryside, and the Remaining

c.

FT

Islands and Cays are identified on Land Use Map 1.
The “urban” development required to support the growth and sustainability of the

BVI’s communities shall be focused in a Primary Settlement Area, Town or Village. No

new settlements should be established separately from one of the Primary Settlement
Areas or Towns or Villages.
d.

Each region (Tortola, Virgin Gorda, Jost Van Dyke, Anegada) will have one Primary
Settlement Area. These are:
Road Town, Tortola;

2.

Spanish Town, Virgin Gorda;

R
A

e.

1.

3.

Belle Vue, Jost Van Dyke; and,

4.

The Settlement, Anegada.

The Remaining Islands and Cays are numerous and will not have a primary settlement
area.

f.

Road Town is designated as a Primary Settlement Area on Land Use Map 1 because it
is the capital of the BVI and is the largest urban centre where the majority of the
country’s population resides. It is also the country’s largest concentration of
employment and is a central location for business and offices. Road Town is
experiencing growth yet large parts of Road Town were affected by the hurricanes in
2017. As such it is important to ensure that the development of Road Town is built to

D

be resilient, while also ensuring new development respects the existing character of
the settlement. Therefore:
1.

2.

On-going investment in Road Town is an important priority in terms of new
building construction, infrastructure, amenities, facilities, and utilities;
Redevelopment of damaged buildings and/or sites is a key priority in Road
Town. It is important that during the redevelopment process that buildings
are built to withstand future adverse weather events to promote resilience;
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3.

All new development in Road Town shall employ engineering and building
design measures to mitigate risk to public safety and property;

4.

All new development in Road Town shall respect the existing character,
especially along Main Street to preserve the BVI’s heritage;

5.

The development or redevelopment of underutilised areas is expected to
accommodate growth by increasing density in the existing built-up area of
Road Town, while also helping to reduce urbanisation that encroaches into

6.

FT

the countryside; and,
A updated local area plan for Road Town is encouraged to help provide

specific guidance for the arrangement of land uses, roads, open spaces,

and quality of design that are commensurate with a national capital city.
The Road Town Development Plan (2005) and the Road Town Improvement
Project (2007) should be used as reference when preparing an updated
local area plan.
g.

Spanish Town (The Valley) is designated as a Primary Settlement Area on Land Use

Map 1 because it is the largest settlement area on Virgin Gorda, and the second
largest population centre in the BVI. It is experiencing significant growth and acts as

R
A

the central hub for residents on Virgin Gorda. Spanish Town is also the main port of
entry to the island for the many visitors who are visiting TheBaths National Park and

other attractions. Future development in Virgin Gorda should be directed away from
low lying coastal areas to mitigate the impact that natural hazards have on
development, as well as ensuring that the impact of climate change is minimised. In
addition, a large number of the residents in Virgin Gorda commute to Tortola via ferry
for work. Therefore, there is potential to provide more services and employment
opportunities in Spanish Town. This acts as an opportunity to encourage
decentralisation in the BVI and promote the development of key settlement areas
outside of Road Town. A local area plan for Spanish Town is encouraged to help
provide specific guidance for the arrangement of land uses, roads, open spaces, and

D

quality of design for a growing, prosperous town.
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h.

Belle Vue is designated as a Primary Settlement Area on Land Use Map 1 as it is the
main settlement area on Jost Van Dyke. This is also where the main ferry terminal is
located. Development on Jost Van Dyke is largely constrained due to its topography
and therefore it is important to focus future development in Belle Vue. Development
should be directed towards available land within Belle Vue that is currently
underutilised and next directed towards land at the immediate edge of Belle Vue.

i.

The Settlement is designated as a Primary Settlement Area on Land Use Map 1 as it is
the main settlement area on Anegada. Due to Anegada’s low lying natural profile,

FT

development throughout the island needs to be made resilient to natural hazard
events to minimise any significant impacts in the future from climate change.

However, Anegada is one of the BVI’s most important tourism areas and it is expected
to experience investment and growth. As such, services need to be provided in The

Settlement to accommodate for this and to reduce Anegada’s reliance on the Sister
Islands.
j.

Towns and Villages are areas outside of Primary Settlement Areas that function as a
secondary level of formal settlement in the BVI where a mix of homes, economic
activity, and community amenities can be found. These are identified on Land Use

Map 1. Towns and Villages are characterised as growing areas with an opportunity to

R
A

expand and develop into more central hubs. In these areas, housing development

and supporting community facilities are expected. These areas will serve as a way of
promoting decentralisation and encourage a better spread of services and
infrastructure across the BVI.

k.

Areas designated as The Countryside are identified on the Land Use Map 1. The
Countryside designation refers to all other unconstrained areas outside of the Primary
Settlement Area and the Towns and Villages. The Countryside is expected to remain
predominantly rural in character consisting of predominantly large open areas of land
interspersed with limited or dispersed developments. Any new development in the
Countryside is expected to be small-scale and designed to sustain the rural character
and land use of the countryside.

The Remaining Islands and Cays are identified on Land Use Map 1. The Remaining
Islands and Cays do not have any primary settlement areas nor are they expected to

D

l.

develop to the level of intensity that would lead to the creation of a primary
settlement area during the planning period of this plan. The Remaining Islands and
Cays are mostly natural areas that have limited development such as a few
residences, specific tourism facilities, or limited commercial uses. The Remaining
Islands and Cays are expected to experience limited, focused, and sector-specific
development over the next 20 years that integrates with the natural setting while also
protecting the natural environment.
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6.2 Managing Land Use Conflict and Risk
a.

All new development or redevelopment must conform to the Climate Change
Resiliency policies and Natural Hazards policies of this plan.

b.

Negative impacts between different land uses will be avoided through appropriate
siting that minimises land use conflict and/or nuisance between land uses (e.g., noise,
odour, debris). This will be determined by the Chief Planner during the development

c.

FT

application review and by ensuring that the development adheres to the policies
outlined in Section 6.5 and Section 6.6 of this Plan.

New development proposals will need to demonstrate that there will be no negative
impacts to abutting land uses through the completion of various studies upon the
request of the Chief Planner.

d.

The rehabilitation of contaminated lands – including lands contaminated by industry,
disposal of hazardous materials or poor wastewater management practices – will be
encouraged so as to reduce environmental conditions that pose public health
threats.

a.

R
A

6.3 Areas Where Development is Prohibited to Ensure
Resiliency and Environmental Protection
Development is not permitted in the following areas:
1.

Environmental protection areas;

2.

National parks;

3.

Protected heritage sites;

4.

Coastal areas abutting protected marine zones;

5.

(i) Ghuts, and (ii) the buffer zone from the ghuts to ensure that land is not

D

made unstable during development of a site; and,

6.

34

(i) Water courses, (ii) the high water mark of watercourses, and (iii) a buffer
zone from the high watermark of watercourses to ensure that land is not
made unstable during development of a site.
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b.

Development is also not permitted in the following areas, subject to certain
exceptions as follows:
1.

Natural hazard areas (including areas prone to flooding, storm surge,
landslides and tsunamis) unless the development is a tourism development,
marina, harbour, public infrastructure, or public utility that has been
designed to be resilient to climate change impacts and otherwise meets
the policies of this Plan;
Coastal areas abutting protected marine zones, unless the development is
a public infrastructure or public utility that has been assessed through an

FT

2.

Environmental Impact Assessment to have no negative impacts to the
protected marine zone; and,
3.

Hillsides, unless a geotechnical engineer has determined that the proposed
development is designed to (i) prevent land slippage and (ii) minimises risks
to public health and safety from land slippage.

6.4 Permitted Uses in Each Settlement Area

R
A

Different uses are permitted in each of the four identified settlement areas. All of the permitted
uses are presented in the following sections and are summarized in Figure 7.

6.4.1 PRIMARY SETTLEMENT AREAS
a.

The following land uses are permitted in a Primary Settlement Area as identified on
Land Use Map 1 and are subject to the relevant policies in Section 6.5:
Residential;

2.

Mixed Use;

3.

Retail and Services;

4.

Industrial;

5.

Institutional and Community Facilities;

6.

Offices;

7.

Open Spaces, Parks and Recreational Facilities;

8.

Hotels and Resorts;

9.

Tourism Facilities;

D

1.
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b.

10.

Transportation Services;

11.

Marinas and Harbours; and,

12.

Public Utilities.

Development will not be allowed in a Primary Settlement Area that (i) is out of
character with the Primary Settlement Area, or (ii) will result in a negative impact to

6.4.2 TOWNS AND VILLAGES

1.

Residential;

2.

Mixed Use;

3.

Retail and Services;

4.

Institutional and Community Facilities;

5.

Offices;

6.

Open Spaces, Parks and Recreational Facilities;

7.

Hotels and Resorts;

8.

Tourism Facilities;

9.

Transportation Services;

10.

Marinas and Harbours; and,

11.

Public Utilities.

Development will not be allowed in a Town or Village that (i) is out of scale with a
town or village setting, or (ii) would be better suited for development in a Primary

D

b.

The following land uses are permitted in Towns and Villages as identified on Land Use
Map 1 and are subject to the relevant policies in Section 6.5:

R
A

a.

FT

the local environment.

Settlement Area where its land use impacts can be better managed, or its need for
infrastructure or utilities can be better served.

6.4.3 THE COUNTRYSIDE
a.

The following land uses are permitted in The Countryside as identified on Land Use
Map 1 and are subject to the relevant policies in Section 6.5.
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Residential;

2.

Retail and Services;

3.

Open Spaces, Parks and Recreational Facilities;

4.

Hotels and Resorts;

5.

Tourism Facilities;

6.

Marinas and Harbour; and,

7.

Public Utilities.

FT

b.

1.

Development will not be allowed in the Countryside if it (i) detracts from the natural

setting of the rural area, or (ii) would be better suited in a Primary Settlement Area, or
Town or Village due to its size/scale, and/or because its land use impacts can be

better managed, and/or where its need for infrastructure or utilities can be better
served.

Notwithstanding any policies in the Plan to the contrary, industrial development is
permitted in Pockwood Pond and Fish Bay on Tortola.

d.

Notwithstanding any policies in the Plan to the contrary, institutional development in

R
A

c.

the form of a prison is permitted in Balsam Ghut on Tortola.

6.4.4 THE REMAINING ISLANDS AND CAYS
a.

The following land uses are permitted in the Remaining Islands and Cays as identified

on Land Use Map 1 and are subject to the relevant policies in Section 6.5:
Residential;

2.

Retail and Services;

3.

Community Facilities

4.

Open Spaces, Parks and Recreational Facilities;

5.

Hotels and Resorts;

6.

Tourism Facilities;

7.

Marinas and Harbours; and,

8.

Public Utilities.

D

1.
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b.

Development will not be allowed in the Remaining Islands and Cays if it (i) detracts
from the natural setting of the area, or (ii) would be better suited for development on
a major island of the BVI where its land use impacts can be better managed, or its

D

R
A

FT

need for infrastructure or utilities can be better served.
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D

R
A

FT

Figure 7: Permitted Uses in Each Settlement Area
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6.5 Specific Land Use Development Policies
This section details the policies as they refer to each of the allowed uses within the identified
settlement areas in Section 6.4. The proposed development should fall into one of the categories
outlined in this section and will need to conform to the policies outlined in each specific section,
as well as any relevant policies outlined in Section 6.6.

FT

6.5.1 RESIDENTIAL USES
This section outlines the policies related to residential development applications in areas where

residential development is allowed to occur, as outlined in Section 6.4. In addition to the policies
outlined in this section, all development also needs to demonstrate compliance with the
relevant policies outlined in Section 6.6.
a.

Types of permitted residential uses include:
1.

Single detached, semi-detached, duplexes, terrace housing, townhouses,

condominiums, multi-storey apartments, seniors’ housing, assisted living
facilities, group homes, nursing homes, and all other similar residential-type

R
A

land uses;
2.

A home-based business ancillary to a residential use provided that the
home occupation employs no more than three (3) persons, occupies no
more than half of the dwelling or the lot, and is located solely on the
residential property; and,

3.

Light manufacturing or repair work may be permitted as a home-based
business subject to the approval of Town and Country Planning Department
and provided that (i) the activities do not result in objectionable noise,
vibration, fumes or odors, and (ii) that all storage of goods related to the
home-based business is either fully enclosed or kept tidy.

6.5.1.2 SPECIFIC RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN POLICIES
When reviewing new residential development applications, including sub-divisions,

D

a.

the Chief Planner will consider the extent to which they meet the following planning
and design considerations:
1.

40

The proposed development is suitably located within a settlement area,
existing residential area, or within an established corridor of development;
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2.

The proposed development is located within an existing neighbourhood
and represents an infilling opportunity or represents a logical extension to
an existing developed area;

3.

The proposed development is built to withstand severe weather events by
following the appropriate local codes or regional guidelines, and certified
as such with a letter from an architect or qualified engineer;

4.

Roads, water, sewer and other utilities can adequately service the

5.

The proposed development does not result in negative impacts to the
natural environment;

6.

FT

proposed development;

The proposed development is not located on steep terrain, near a cliff face
or an area prone to slippage; and

7.

b.

The proposed development does not occur in within the buffer zone of a
ghut.

Subdivision applications will require developers to provide all functional infrastructure
including access, essential utility services, sidewalks and street lights. Subdivisions

R
A

should be designed to integrate with the existing neighbourhood through (i) logical

road linkages and pedestrian circulation, and (ii) consideration of future roads and/or
future development on neighbouring lands.

c.

Assisted living facilities, senior’s housing and nursing homes will be designed to be
accessible to persons with disabilities.

New residential development should include private indoor and outdoor amenity
space for residents.

D

d.
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e.

Specific locations for high density housing are not identified (a development is
considered high density if it can accommodate ten or more families in a single
building, and/or is over 4 stories in height). Instead, proposals for high density or highrise housing will be considered by the Chief Planner based on the following criteria:
1.

Development should generally be directed to sites which front onto main
roads, or sites located at intersections of these roads and local roads. The
locations of these roads are shown on Land Use Map 1;
Development should be directed to sites which minimises land use impacts
such as overshadowing of and loss of privacy to adjacent residential

FT

2.

properties, and blockage of breezes; and,
3.

There should be a gradual transition of building heights and densities in
residential neighbourhoods rather than indiscriminate mixing of heights and

densities. In this regard, low-rise housing forms will be preferred in the interior
of residential areas, while high-rise housing types will be directed to the
peripheries of residential areas and directed to major roads.

Multi-family (three to ten families accommodated in a single building) and/or multistorey buildings (3 stories or greater) will:

R
A

f.

1.

Have a main entry off a public road, and be located within close walking
distance to the road;

2.

Where possible, locate at-grade parking facilities to the rear or side of the
building and be screened with planting;

3.

Consider outdoor space for each unit in the form of a balcony;

4.

Provide shared outdoor amenity space at grade, which may include
landscaping, play equipment, and seating;

5.

Include low-energy considerations, such as balconies or other features that
provide shade to upper floors, cross ventilation, and site landscaping to

D

create shade and decrease energy demand; and,

6.

g.

Townhousing, terraced housing and row-housing will:
1.

2.

42

Provide pedestrian routes across the site, where appropriate and sidewalks.

Be sited so that each unit faces towards a public street, or a pedestrian
route which connects directly to a public street;
Include an outdoor space for each unit;
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3.

Have a clearly defined front door and entry off the public street or
pedestrian route;

4.

Consider consolidated parking, away from the public street and
landscaped;

5.

Include pedestrian routes through the site, where appropriate and
sidewalks; and,

h.

Include shared outdoor amenity space.

FT

6.

Residential uses should, where possible, promote sustainable methods in their design.

6.5.1.3 NON-RESIDENTIAL USES IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS
a.

Development of land uses other than residential in residential areas shall only be

permitted if the proposed use is compatible with the residential uses. This includes uses
which complement the experience and functionality of residential areas. More
specifically, land uses that result in levels of noise that disturb the peacefulness of a
residential area, create excess odour, or excess dust/debris shall not be permitted.
1.

The Government may establish guidelines to help inform decisions

R
A

surrounding land use compatibility and/or suggest acceptable levels for
noise, odour, dust and debris.

2.

The Government may require certain technical studies to evaluate the land
use compatibility.

b.

Applications for non-residential uses in residential areas will be assessed on an
individual basis by the Chief Planner in terms of the following issues:
1.

Noise and visual impacts on adjacent residential properties can be
avoided or mitigated, such as additional setbacks and screening that may
be required to mitigate impacts and preserve the residential amenity of
adjacent residential properties. Proposals which would likely create

D

unacceptable impacts on surrounding residences will be not be permitted;
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2.

Adequate on-site parking can be provided;

3.

Adequate vehicular and pedestrian access; and,

4.

The proposed development will not create unacceptable traffic
congestion. A traffic impact assessment may be required in areas
experiencing traffic congestion or if significant non-residential development
activity is occurring in the surrounding area.
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c.

Institutional uses which are compatible with residential neighbourhoods such as
places of worship, schools, and community facilities, can be located in predominantly
residential areas, provided that they:
1.

Are directed to locations where they will function as a focus for the
neighbourhood;
Are directed to locations where sufficient off-street parking will be provided;

3.

Are compatible in scale to surrounding residential uses; and,

4.

Mitigate impacts on surrounding residential uses, particularly issues with

FT

2.

traffic circulation and noise.

6.5.2 RETAIL AND SERVICE USES

This section outlines the policies related to retail and services development applications in areas

where retail and services development is allowed to occur, as outlined in Section 6.4. In addition
to the policies outlined in this section, all development also needs to demonstrate compliance
with the relevant policies outlined in Section 6.6.

R
A

Types of permitted retail and services uses include:
1.

Shops and retail stores of all kinds;

2.

Personal services of all kinds such as barbershops, hair salons, laundromats,
drycleaners, banks, post offices, and gas stations;

3.

Offices;

4.

Restaurants, cafes, snackettes, and caterers;

5.

Car dealerships and automotive repair; and,

6.

Entertainment uses such as movie theatres, dance halls, bars, and private

D

cultural clubs.

6.5.2.2 SPECIFIC RETAIL AND SERVICES DEVELOPMENT POLICIES
a.

Retail and service uses may be clustered together (i) to create plazas, malls, or main
streets, or (ii) in the case of Road Town, be organised to support the downtown area.
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b.

Commercial development will be located in close proximity to residential
development so that residents can enjoy access to these services. Commercial
development however will be sited so they have no adverse negative impacts on
nearby residential uses. This includes avoiding excessive noise and minimising where
possible an increase in traffic.

c.

Commercial development will be located along main roads and be accessible to all
users.
Retail and service uses should, where possible, promote sustainable methods in their
design.

e.

FT

d.

Commercial uses are not permitted to cause effluent release to the environment,
including public streets, roads or ghuts.

6.5.3 OFFICE USES

This section outlines the policies related to offices development applications in areas where

offices development is allowed to occur, as outlined in Section 6.4. In addition to the policies

a.

R
A

outlined in this section, all development also needs to demonstrate compliance with the
relevant policies outlined in Section 6.6.
Types of permitted office uses include:
1.

Knowledge-based uses such as telecommunications, informatics, research
and development;

2.

Government, business, professional, and financial, insurance and real
estate offices; and,

3.

Ancillary retail or service uses located on the main floor of an office

D

building.
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6.5.3.2 SPECIFIC OFFICE DEVELOPMENT POLICIES
a.

Activities involving the use or storage of hazardous and/or noxious materials in
potentially dangerous quantities will be prohibited in all office buildings.

b.

Office development is encouraged to be clustered together to form central office
areas.
New office areas, including office area subdivisions, will be designed to ensure that:
1.

Vehicles can access the office area without penetrating areas of high
residential uses;

2.

Roads and public utilities will be able to accommodate any proposed

FT

c.

office area subdivision without reducing service levels elsewhere or
overloading capacities;
3.

Where office areas are adjacent to residential uses, screening in the form of
landscape materials or solid fencing or additional setbacks is provided
within the office area to screen loading, outdoor storage areas and
industrial activities;

A pedestrian-supportive environment is provided in the office area;

5.

Where possible, outdoor storage and loading areas should be located in

R
A

4.

rear or side yards;

6.

Parking areas should be screened by landscaping where they front onto a
public street;

7.

Offices should have adequate parking available to avoid parking on main
roads. Where possible, parking areas should be located in the rear or side
of the building; and

8.

Exterior lighting and signs are required to be designed so that they are not

D

oriented towards adjacent residential areas.

d.

Business centres and office development should occur in the Primary Settlement Area.

e.

As a means of encouraging better access to jobs through decentralisation, office uses
should be located on each of the main islands within their designated Primary
Settlement Area.

f.

Business and office development should be easily accessible by all through all means
of transport.
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g.

Office uses should, where possible, promote sustainable methods in their design.

6.5.4 INSTITUTIONAL AND COMMUNITY FACILITIES USES
This section outlines the policies related to institutional and community facilities development
applications in areas where institutional and community facilities development is allowed to
occur, as outlined in Section 6.4. In addition to the policies outlined in this section, all
development also needs to demonstrate compliance with the relevant policies outlined in

Types of permitted Institutional uses include:
1.

Government offices;

2.

Health care clinics;

3.

Hospitals;

4.

Nursing homes, convalescent homes, and palliative care homes;

5.

Day cares and pre-schools;

6.

Primary schools;

7.

Secondary schools;

8.

Colleges;

9.

Universities;

10.

Community facilities such as cultural centres and recreational centres; and,

11.

Places of worship.

R
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a.

FT

Section 6.6.

6.5.4.2 SPECIFIC INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES
Where feasible, institutions will be directed to locate adjacent to one another and

D

a.

open space areas, to permit the sharing and optimal use of parking, community and
open space facilities.

b.

Institutional facilities are required to have direct access to major roads and public
transit facilities.

c.
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Proposed institutional facilities must be compatible with surrounding uses.
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d.

Community facilities and institutions will be equitably distributed to be accessible to
people across all the islands.

e.

Community facilities will be located and constructed to serve as emergency
community shelters.

f.

Health care clinics will be encouraged to locate in settlement areas and in proximity
to other community facilities where they can serve the surrounding communities.
New schools will be located based on the following criteria:
1.

FT

g.

Schools will be located on sites within settlement areas. If a suitable site

cannot be found, new schools may be permitted to locate on sites that are
contiguous to the urban corridor and well served by transportation options;

h.

2.

On sites that are outside of areas at risk to hazards; and

3.

With consideration to concentrations of population.

Local communities will be encouraged to use their resources to assist in the upkeep of
schools and demonstrate their community pride and solidarity through such programs

i.

R
A

as “Adopt a School.”

The potential for integrating multiple institutional uses on a single site should be
considered to assist with creating an integrated institutional development that can
serve multiple needs in the community and surrounding area.

j.

Institutional uses should, where possible, promote sustainable methods in their design.

D

k.

New public institutional facilities will be required to incorporate design measures for
ease of access and mobility for persons with disabilities.
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6.5.5 MIXED USES
This section outlines the policies related to mixed use development in areas where mixed use
development is allowed to occur, as outlined in Section 6.4. In addition to the policies outlined in
this section, all development also needs to demonstrate compliance with the relevant policies
outlined in Section 6.6.

b.

Types of permitted mixed use development include any one of the following land uses
developed within the same building or site as another one of the following land uses:
1.

Residential;

2.

Retail and Services;

3.

Offices;

4.

Institutional and Community Facilities;

FT

a.

The requirements for mixed use development can be determined by combining the

requirements of the individual land uses in Sections 6.5.1, 6.5.2, 6.5.3 and 6.5.4, as the
case may be (for example, a residential building with ground floor retail will need to

R
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adhere to the Residential Uses policies of Section 6.5.1 and the Retail and Service Use
policies of 6.5.2).

6.5.5.2 SPECIFIC MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN POLICIES
a.
b.

Mixed use development refers to a building which incorporates more than one use.
Mixed use development will only be permitted if the proposed uses are compatible
with each other.

c.

The following issues will be considered when proposals for new developments or
redevelopment within Mixed Use areas are reviewed by the Town and Country
Planning Department:

D

1.

2.

3.

Medium and higher density housing forms with the residential units above
ground floor retail uses in mixed use buildings, will be encouraged;
Reinvestment in vacant lots and buildings will be encouraged as sites for
mixed use development. Where appropriate, active uses such as shops,
restaurants and entertainment uses will be encouraged at the ground floor;
Town and Country Planning may require a traffic impact analysis for mixed
use developments on existing road infrastructure to determine whether any
improvements are necessary to accommodate the development; and,
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4.

Town and Country Planning may require a report prepared by a registered
engineer to demonstrate that the development has access to water,
electricity and waste disposal.

d.

In order to develop mixed use buildings to be compatible with their surroundings and
to facilitate walking and better connectivity the following design strategies apply:
1.

Buildings should be oriented to the street, with direct pedestrian access
from the street to the main building entrance. Entrances for residential

2.

FT

access will be located away from other mixed use entrances;
Where appropriate, streetscape amenities such as street trees, shade

canopies within the building design, and pedestrian-scaled street lighting
should be required as a condition of approval;
3.

Parking should generally be located in rear or side yards. If locating parking
in the front of the building is unavoidable, it should be screened with
landscaping;

4.

To ensure compatibility of the proposal with adjacent residential buildings,
the height and massing of new development should be designed and

R
A

developed so as to minimise impacts with respect to shadowing, overview
and loss of privacy; and

5.

Ensure compatibility with the built form of adjacent uses in the centre or
corridor in terms of building height, scale, massing and relationship to the
street.

Mixed uses should, where possible, promote sustainable methods in their design.

D

e.
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6.5.6 INDUSTRIAL USES
This section outlines the policies related to industrial development applications in areas where
industrial development is allowed to occur, as outlined in Section 6.4. In addition to the policies
outlined in this section, all development also needs to demonstrate compliance with the
relevant policies outlined in Section 6.6.
Types of permitted Industrial uses include:
Automobile repair and other repair shops;

2.

Garages and storage of any kind;

3.

Warehousing of any kind;

4.

Manufacturing of any kind;

5.

Cargo Ports

6.

Processing of any kind;

7.

Solid waste management depot or site;

8.

Commercial delivery depot;

9.

Freight handling facility;

10.

Landscape supply

11.

Wholesale supply

12.

Catering services

13.

Dry cleaning establishments

14.

Postal stations

15.

Repair shops

FT

1.

D

R
A

a.

6.5.6.2 SPECIFIC INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES
a.

Industrial uses should be (i) located away from residential areas, or (ii) be separated
from residential uses by other land uses, or (iii) be separated from residential uses by
appropriate landscaped buffers, berms and/or fencing.

b.

Notwithstanding (a) above, no Industrial use that creates excessive noise, pollution,
vibration, dust or odours will be permitted adjacent to a residential use.
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c.

Industrial uses should be located on a main road and have suitable access for
emergency vehicles.

d.

Expansion and new development of the existing cargo port at Port Purcell is permitted
if it is demonstrated that it results in no negative impacts to the natural environment or
to surrounding uses. An Environmental Impact Assessment may be required by the
Chief Planner.

e.

All new industrial uses with outdoor storage of goods and materials shall ensure that
non-industrial land uses.

f.

FT

these are located within privacy-fenced areas to avoid looking unsightly to adjacent

New industrial uses needing to have numerous trucks parked on-site will situate the

truck parking to avoid looking unsightly to adjacent non-industrial land uses;
furthermore, consideration should be given to privacy fencing of the truck parking.
g.

The exterior lighting of an industrial use will be designed to ensure that there is no
spillover illumination cast onto nearby residential uses.

h.

New industrial development in existing industrial areas on the coast, such as in
Pockwood Pond or Fish Bay, will need to demonstrate they are capable of

R
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withstanding the impacts of climate change and adverse weather events, and result
in no negative impacts to the surrounding natural environment.

i.

Industrial development should, where possible, promote sustainable methods in their
design.

6.5.7 OPEN SPACES, PARKS AND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
This section outlines the policies related to open space development applications in areas
where open space development is allowed to occur, as outlined in Section 6.4. In addition to
the policies outlined in this section, all development also needs to demonstrate compliance with
the relevant policies outlined in Section 6.6.

Types of permitted open space uses include:

D

a.
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1.

Community Park;

2.

Public Beaches;

3.

Sports Field, such as those for cricket, soccer, and other similar field sports;

4.

Basketball Court, and any other similar sports court;

5.

Garden;
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6.

Plazas;

7.

Playgrounds;

8.

Skateboard Parks;

9.

Amphitheatres; and,

10.

Stadiums.

FT

6.5.7.2 SPECIFIC OPEN SPACE DEVELOPMENT POLICIES
a.

Open spaces should be well planned to integrate them with their surrounding uses.

b.

Protection of parks and open space promotes landscape preservation, ensures the
conservation of natural heritage, contributes to the active and passive recreation
needs of BVI residents and enhances amenities for residents and tourists alike.

c.

Parks and open spaces will be planned for the BVI to promote good public health,
contribute to national identity, and maintain a connection to the natural
environment, and will be:

Provided in close proximity to residential areas; and,

R
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1.
2.

Provided in sufficient sizes and quantities to meet the needs of citizens in
Primary Settlement Areas, and Towns and Villages.

d.

e.

f.

Existing open spaces will be protected and improvements made to their condition, in
particular to address the impacts of climate change and increase resiliency.
Sufficient lands will be allocated to neighbourhood, community and national level
recreation activities.
Local communities will be encouraged to use their resources to assist in the upkeep of
open spaces and demonstrate their community pride and solidarity through such

D

programs as “Adopt a Park.”
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g.

As development occurs, the Government should seek opportunities to add to or
enhance the existing open space system, especially in areas associated with key
components of heritage areas or hazard lands.

h.

Parks, open spaces and public beaches should be accessible and safe for people of
all ages and abilities.

i.

Public access points to beaches and national parks will be identified and
development will not infringe upon these points of access.
Recreation facilities should be developed to provide accessibility via shared transport

FT

j.

such as buses, and provision of sufficient vehicle parking.
k.

l.

Expansion to a major recreation facility such as a stadium will consider:
1.

Traffic impact on surrounding areas;

2.

Compatibility with adjacent land uses; and,

3.

Impacts on cultural and natural heritage areas.

Open spaces, parks and recreation facilities will provide public amenities as part of

R
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the infrastructure. This includes, where possible:
1.

Benches;

2.

Washrooms;

3.

Drinking water fountains; and,

4.

Shelter from sun and/or rain.

6.5.8 HOTELS AND RESORTS

This section outlines the policies related to hotels and resorts in areas where this development is
allowed to occur, as outlined in Section 6.4. In addition to the policies outlined in this section, all
development also needs to demonstrate compliance with the relevant policies outlined in

D

Section 6.6.
a.
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Types of permitted hotel and resort uses include:
1.

Hotels, Motels, and Inns;

2.

Resorts;

3.

Guest Houses;
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4.

Bed and Breakfasts; and,

5.

Holiday Villas.

6.5.8.2 SPECIFIC HOTELS AND RESORTS DEVELOPMENT POLICIES
a.

While hotels and resorts are a permitted land use in many areas of the BVI, they should
be located with consideration for proximity to:
Main roads;

2.

Utilities and necessary infrastructure;

3.

Ferry terminals, marinas, or harbours;

4.

Access to beaches;

5.

Tourism sites, heritage sites, or National Parks; and,

6.

Other existing hotels or resorts.

FT

b.

1.

The buildings and structures of hotels and resorts should not be developed in areas at
risk of climate change or natural hazards. Hotels should be located in areas which

c.

R
A

ensure that people are not placed at risk during significant weather events.

Notwithstanding the policy identified in 6.5.8.2 (b), new hotels and resorts can be
developed in coastal areas, including low-lying areas of Anegada, provided they
meet the following criteria:
1.

They are a part of a harbour or marina complex; or,

2.

They can demonstrate that they will not be susceptible to future adverse
weather events or susceptible to the impacts of climate change. The
proposed development will need to demonstrate how it will address these
through appropriate technical studies, such as an Environmental Impact

D

Assessment as per the requirements of The Physical Planning Act.
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d.

Hotels and resorts should not result in any negative impacts to surrounding uses,
including excessive noise, light pollution, overshadowing, overlook into private
residences, or traffic.

e.

Hotels should fit in with the surrounding built form and respect the surrounding area by
ensuring that the buildings massing, height, setbacks and materials are
complimentary to surrounding buildings.

f.

Resorts, generally being more expansive than hotels, should be located on large lots

g.

FT

capable of accommodating all of the related tourism amenities.
Resorts should ensure that the privacy of guests using the outdoor facilities is
protected through the use of screening or buffering.
h.

Hotel and resort uses should, where possible, promote sustainable methods in their
design.

i.

All applications for development of hotels and resorts adjacent to protected areas will
be subject to the provisions of Section 6.3 (b).

R
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6.5.9 TOURISM FACILITIES

This section outlines the policies related to tourism facilities development applications in areas
where tourism facilities development is allowed to occur, as outlined in Section 6.4. In addition to
the policies outlined in this section, all development also needs to demonstrate compliance with
the relevant policies outlined in Section 6.6.
a.

Types of permitted Tourism Facilities include:
1.

All forms of accommodation including hotels, resorts, guest houses,
apartment hotels, hostels, eco-lodges, and similar such uses;

2.

Shops oriented to tourism such as souvenirs, arts, crafts, speciality food, and
speciality clothing, and duty-free stores;

D

3.
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Charter boat provisioning stores;

4.

Restaurants, cafes, snackettes, and bars;

5.

Tourist information services;

6.

Cultural, recreational, or community facilities;

7.

Cruise ship pier and related activities such as customs/immigration offices;
and,
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8.

Open space.

6.5.9.2 SPECIFIC TOURISM FACILITIES DEVELOPMENT POLICIES
a.

All new tourism facility development and redevelopment in coastal areas will be
consistent with the policies of Section 6.6 and will include strategies for climate
change adaptation and disaster risk management.
A transportation impact assessment which addresses the impacts of the proposal on
the existing road system and improvements necessary to accommodate a proposed

FT

b.

tourism facility may be required by the Chief Planner. This is to ensure that new

development is capable of accommodating the expected number of tourists and
does not exacerbate any existing issues on the road network.
c.

Development or redevelopment of a tourism facility along a waterfront will be
designed to maintain and enhance views to the sea and public access to the beach
and water.

All applications for development of tourism facilities adjacent to protected areas will
be subject to the provisions of Section 6.3 (b).

e.

Tourism uses should, where possible, promote sustainable methods in their design.

R
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d.

6.5.10 TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

This section outlines the policies related to transportation services development applications in
areas where transportation services development is allowed to occur, as outlined in Section 6.4.
In addition to the policies outlined in this section, all development also needs to demonstrate

D

compliance with the relevant policies outlined in Section 6.6.
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Types of permitted transportation services uses include:
1.

Airports;

2.

Ferry Terminals and Water Taxis;

3.

Taxi Stands or Taxi Depots;

4.

Road Maintenance Facilities; and,

5.

Public Transport Stations or Depots2.

FT

a.

6.5.10.2

SPECIFIC TRANSPORTATION SERVICES DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

a.

Transportation services should be accessible to all residents in the BVI.

b.

The areas around the airports and ports will be protected from development that
would make it difficult to expand this infrastructure in the future.

c.

Air and sea access to the BVI will be improved by protecting lands for airport and

seaport expansion as necessary to support regular, continuous access to the BVI by air
and sea.
Proposed ferry terminals will be situated so they do not have an adverse impact on

R
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d.

the surrounding environment. The location of future ferry terminals will be subject to
the policies outlined in Section 6.3 (b).

e.

Road maintenance facilities will be situated so as to have no impact on any
surrounding residential uses. This includes excess noise, odour, lighting or overlooking.

6.5.11 MARINA AND HARBOR USES

This section outlines the policies related to marina and harbor development applications in
areas where marina and harbour development is allowed to occur, as outlined in Section 6.4. In
addition to the policies outlined in this section, all development also needs to demonstrate

D

compliance with the relevant policies outlined in Section 6.6.
a.

2
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Types of permitted harbour and marina uses include:
1.

Harbour or Marina Office;

2.

Charter Provisioning;

3.

Boat Sheds;

These do not exist today but are contemplated in the Plan for the future and permitted to develop.
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4.

Boat Yards and Dry Docks;

5.

Boat Repair;

6.

Personal Services such as Showers and Laundromat;

7.

Restaurants; and,

8.

Marine Petrol Filling Station.

a.

SPECIFIC MARINA AND HARBOUR DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

FT

6.5.11.2

Harbours and marinas are only able to be located in areas identified as natural

hazard/constraints areas, a shown on Land Use Map 1. As such, marinas and harbours
are permitted to be developed in these areas provided they meet following policies:
1.

Proposed harbors and marinas should not be located in areas which abut
protected marine areas as identified on Land Use Map 1.

2.

The development of new marinas or harbours are subject to an
Environmental Impact Assessment.

Harbours and marinas should be built to mitigate the future impacts of
climate change and to withstand the impacts of natural hazards.

R
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3.

Development will need to demonstrate how this will be achieved.

4.

Due to the environmental impact of new development on a shoreline, new
harbours and marinas are discouraged in areas which have existing
marinas and harbours, and the responsible expansion of existing one are
preferred subject to an Environmental Impact Assessment. This does not
apply to islands which do not have existing marinas or harbours.
Marina and harbour uses should, where possible, promote sustainable
methods in their design.

6.

All applications for development of marinas and harbours adjacent to

D

5.

protected areas will be subject to the provisions of Section 6.3 (b).

6.5.12 PUBLIC UTILITIES
This section outlines the policies related to public utilities development applications in areas
where public utilities development is allowed to occur, as outlined in Section 6.4. In addition to
the policies outlined in this section, all development also needs to demonstrate compliance with
the relevant policies outlined in Section 6.6.
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Types of permitted public utilities uses include:
1.

Solid Waste Facilities;

2.

Water Supply and Wastewater Treatment Facilities;

3.

Communications Facilities; and,

4.

Power Generating Facilities.

6.5.12.2

New solid waste facilities should meet the following criteria:
1.

Be located within 1 kilometre of a major road

2.

Be located far enough from any airport or landing strip to avoid conflicts
with aeronautical manoeuvres;

3.

Not be located in a natural hazard area;

4.

Be a minimum of 1 kilometre away from a built up area;

5.

Be in an area where the surrounding uses are compatible with a solid waste

R
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a.

SPECIFIC PUBLIC UTILITIES DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

FT

a.

facility; and,

6.

Be developed to have minimal impact on the natural environment, or be
developed such that negative impacts to the natural environment can be
mitigated, as determined by an Environmental Impact Assessment.

b.

The design of solid waste sites should:
1.

Consider the size and layout of the size for appropriate multi-stream waste
handling (e.g., recyclables, non-recyclables, construction debris, organics,
hazardous waste); and,

Be appropriate for the ingress/egress/circulation of solid waste vehicles.

D

2.
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c.

New water supply and wastewater facilities should meet the following criteria:
1.

Be located within 1 kilometre of a major road;

2.

Not be located in a natural hazard area, unless built to withstand the
impacts of severe weather events;

3.

Be a minimum of 1 kilometre away from a built up area;

4.

Be in an area where the surrounding uses are compatible with a water

5.

FT

supply or wastewater facility; and,

Be developed to have minimal impact on the natural environment, or be
developed such that negative impacts to the natural environment can be
mitigated, as determined by an Environmental Impact Assessment.

Communication facilities include:
1.

Telecommunications center

2.

Telecommunications tower

3.

Satellite dishes

R
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d.

4.

e.

Radio mast

Communication facilities should be sited so they have no detrimental impact on
surrounding land uses, and not result in any negative impact to the surrounding
environment.

f.

Power generating facilities include:
1.

Oil Power Plants

2.

Wind Turbines

D

g.

Expanding telecommunications systems and facilities will minimise the impact to
natural features and incorporate aesthetic considerations to maintain BVI’s identity.

h.
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3.

Solar Power Plants

4.

Hydro Power

New power generation facilities should meet the following criteria:
1.

Be located within 1 kilometre of a major road;

2.

Not be located in a natural hazard area;
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3.

Be a minimum of 1 kilometre away from a built up area;

4.

Be in an area where the surrounding uses are compatible with a power
generation facility; and,

5.

Be developed to have minimal impact on the natural environment, or be
developed such that negative impacts to the natural environment can be
mitigated, as determined by an Environmental Impact Assessment.

FT

6.6 Policies that Further Guide Us to a Resilient and
Sustainable Future
This section provides additional policies to complement the policies in Section 6.5. All

development should refer to the policies in this section in addition to the specific land use
policies identified in Section 6.5. The policies in this section can also be used by the Government
of the BVI to guide other decisions, such as those related to infrastructure, the natural

environment, cultural and built heritage and tourism, as well as aid the Government of the BVI in
coordinating with other agencies in the decision making process.

R
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6.6.1 CLIMATE CHANGE RESILIENCY POLICIES

Policies in this section are intended to provide guidance on how to deal with the increasing risk
of climate change and how to ensure that the BVI can continue to prosper and grow while
playing a key role in the protection of its natural environment.
The NPDP calls for the following land use policies in support of climate change objectives:

6.6.1.1 PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
a.
b.

The BVI will plan for steady growth over the next 20 years.
The BVI will promote sustainable development patterns that minimise the footprint of
urban development, increase resiliency, improve mobility and accessibility and

D

optimise existing and planned infrastructure.
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c.

The BVI will promote inclusive settlements that are safe, healthy, accessible, resilient
and sustainable and foster prosperity and quality of life for all.
The government will promote settlements that provide:
1.

A variety of types of housing within communities;

2.

Affordable housing options;

3.

A mix of uses with amenities and services located within walking distance of
residences;

4.

Infrastructure for active transportation such as sidewalks, trails and shared
use paths;

5.

Accessibility for people with disabilities;

6.

Appropriate amounts of open and landscaped space designed to meet
the community’s needs; and

7.

Locations for community gardens and farmers’ markets.

R
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6.6.1.2 ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
a.

FT

d.

Development of alternative energy sources should be encouraged. Alternative
energy sources include but are not limited to geothermal, solar, wind, micro-hydro,
and micro-tidal energy projects.

b.

Areas identified as having high winds may be suitable for the development of wind
energy projects, provided that they do not interfere with existing air traffic routes or
bird routes.

c.

The use of passive and active solar energy in building siting and design should be
encouraged.

6.6.1.3 DECENTRALISATION OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Infrastructure should be decentralised to help increase the BVI’s resiliency to natural
disasters and climate change. Infrastructure that would benefit from decentralisation

D

a.

includes, but is not limited to:
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1.

Solid waste management

2.

Communication networks

3.

Rainwater capture and water storage facilities
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b.

4.

Wastewater treatment facilities

5.

Energy generation

This plan permits the development of this decentralised infrastructure anywhere in the
BVI so long as it meets all other Government requirements.

6.6.1.4 RESILIENT TO NATURAL HAZARDS AND CLIMATE CHANGE
a.

New infrastructure should be located and designed to be resilient to natural hazards

b.

FT

and should be built so as to remain active following such events.

New infrastructure should support mitigation and adaptation to climate change and

should be planned and designed taking climate change into account. For example,

new infrastructure should be designed to withstand the impact of a hurricane or storm
surge so that it can remain operational immediately following the event, or

alternatively be designed in such a way that it can be quickly rehabilitated and
made operational following the event.

6.6.2 NATURAL HAZARDS POLICIES

R
A

Policies in this section are intended to provide guidance on how to deal with the risk of natural

hazards. These include hurricanes, tsunamis, storm surges, earthquakes, landslides, and overlond
flooding. The policies in this section aim to provide land use guidance on areas prone to natural
hazards and the risks they impose.

The NPDP calls for the following land use policies in support of natural hazard objectives:

6.6.2.1 INCREASING RESILIENCE TO CLIMATE CHANGE AND NATURAL HAZARDS
a.

Planning will recognise that:
1.

The BVI is at risk to impacts from severe climate events including hurricanes,

D

storm surges, earthquakes, and tsunamis, as well as the spin-off impacts
from these events such as landslides, overland flooding, etc.; and

2.
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Changes to the climate will impact the BVI through changing precipitation
patterns, sea level rise, and temperature rise which may lead to flooding,
landslides, increased drought, heat stress, and other impacts to all aspects
of the BVI’s society, economy, and environment.
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b.

Development will incorporate suitable measures to be resilient to natural hazards and
the impacts of climate change in accordance with local codes and standards, and
regional guidelines.

c.

Where this plan makes exceptions for development to occur in areas of natural
hazards and requires technical studies prior to issuance of planning permission, the
technical studies required by the Chief Planner are:
1.

An Emergency Management Assessment by a qualified emergency

FT

management professional that describes the operational procedures for
shoring-up of buildings/structures, how people will be kept safe on-site,
and/or how people will be safely evacuated;
2.

A Confirmation of Climate Resiliency Structural Design Report by a qualified
structural engineer or qualified architect that provides a professional

opinion that the design of development can withstand the forces of natural
hazards impacting the BVI; and,
3.

A Confirmation of Climate Resiliency Hydraulic Design Report by a qualified
hydraulic or civil engineer that provides a professional opinion that the
design of the development can withstand the forces of natural hazards

R
A

impacting the BVI, specifically on stormwater management, storm surge,
tsunamis, and landslides.

d.

The BVI will strengthen its institutions so that up-to-date inventories, information and
standards can inform land use decisions that effectively address climate change risk

D

assessment and management.
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6.6.2.2 BUILD AND RETROFIT TO BE RESILIENT TO NATURAL HAZARDS
a.

The planning and location of development, infrastructure and utilities will consider
resilience to natural hazards and the impacts of climate change by:
1.

Siting and designing roads that are less susceptible to storm surges and
landslides, especially in low lying and coastal areas;

2.

Siting and designing energy and telecommunications systems to withstand

FT

hurricanes and earthquakes;
3.

Planning water and wastewater systems to minimise service disruption in the
case of an extreme event;

4.

Planning stormwater systems so they are capable of minimising the risk of
overland flooding to property and public safety;

Improving coastal defenses against storm surges, through a combination of
natural and engineered measures;

6.

Planning for resilient building design; and

7.

Implementing slope stabilisation as necessary, before or during

R
A

5.

construction, or as a retrofit for roads, bridges and buildings.

Historically, the BVI has been impacted by two tsunamis; the Virgin Island
Tsunami of 1867 and the Puerto Rico Tsunami of 1918. The Virgin Island

Tsunami of 1867 was the result of a strong earthquake of roughly 7.5 on the
Richter Scale whose epicenter was located in the Anegada Passage. The

run-up Tsunami waves were recorded as far south as St. Georges, Grenada.
Flood events in the BVI results in landslides, undermining of roads and

retaining walls, flooding of the capital, Road Town as well as other low lying

D

areas around the Territory. Some of the notable flood events within recent
times date back to November 2004 and May 2006. Prior to the passing of
Hurricane Irma in September 2017, the BVI had two notable flood events.
The first in July 2017 and the other during the August Festival festivities in

early August 2017, roughly a month prior to the passing of Hurricane Irma in
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September.
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b.

A network of emergency shelters will be provided with consideration given to safe
location, resilient construction, and accessibility for the population. Community
centres and other institutional uses (schools, sports halls, places of worship) will act as
emergency shelters if necessary and should be built to accommodate this.

6.6.2.3 PREVENT AND MANAGE HUMAN-MADE HAZARDS
a.

The risk of landslides will be reduced by managing erosion in development and

1.

FT

construction practices.
The vegetation that acts as a natural slope stabiliser will be preserved as a
means to control erosion. This can involve the installation of silt curtain

fences to manage soil for backfill in higher altitudes or on steep slopes.
2.

b.

Soil conservation measures will be required when clearing slopes and
replanting of vegetation to re-stabilise slopes will be encouraged.

Land-based climate mitigation measures that assist the BVI with transforming to a lowcarbon climate resilient country will be encouraged.

c.

The risk of sea level rise will be managed by avoiding development in locations

R
A

susceptible to damage as a result of sea level rise. This means avoiding development
in the coastal zone which is 10 metres or less above sea level. These areas are shown
on Land Use Map 1, as natural hazards.

6.6.2.4 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
a.

Emergency access routes will be clearly identified and signposted in the event of
hurricanes, tsunamis or earthquakes. These routes will be maintained at all times and
must remain clear from any obstructions caused by development in the area.

b.

All new development will ensure there is clear access to emergency evacuation
routes and provide enough space alongside buildings for people to move around

D

them should there be areas that are blocked.
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6.6.2.5 EXISTING DEVELOPMENT IN THE NATURAL HAZARD AREA
a.

If proposed for expansion or renovation, development which currently exists within the
area identified as the Natural Hazard Area on Land Use Map 1 will be upgraded and
reinforced to withstand any future natural hazards.

b.

Existing development in extremely vulnerable areas may be considered for relocation
to protect public safety.

c.

Development that is susceptible to natural hazards must have clear access to a road

FT

that is unimpeded so as to ensure people are able to evacuate if necessary.

6.6.3 COASTAL AREAS POLICIES
a.

Development, conservation and management in the coastal zone area is to be
informed by the latest technical data and analysis available.

b.

Coastal management and development control decisions will be handled by the
Town and Country Planning Department.

Applications for major development or change of land use within 30 metres of the
coast will be subject to an Environmental Impact Assessment and other supporting or

R
A

c.

technical studies subject to the satisfaction of the Chief Planner.

d.

Marina and harbour development may occur within coastal areas and as such, the
Cabinet of the Virgin Islands via the Ministry of Natural Resources and labour is
responsible for the granting of sea bed leases.
Development Setbacks in coastal areas will:
1.

Be assessed utilising the latest available technical information and analysis
available to the Town and Country Planning Department; and

2.

Be appropriate for each location and take in to account the following:

D

e.

•

Statutory conservation or management designations and

•

associated requirements;
Understanding of historical and future projections for coastal
and shoreline change;

•

Habitat characteristics including, amongst others, proximity
to turtle nesting areas or sites of importance to migratory bird
species and critical habitats in the marine environment; and

•

Susceptibility to climate change and natural disasters, for
example, sea level rise, storm surge and storm wave, coastal
and terrestrial flooding.
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f.

Development shall not be permitted that degrades coastal areas or increases the risk
of climate change impacts to people, property, or infrastructure.

g.

The coastal zone is the area along the coast which is 10 metres or less above sea
level. These areas are shown on Land Use Map 1, as natural hazards. The policies of
6.6.2.1 (c) apply as appropriate for coastal development that fall within natural
hazard areas.

a.

FT

6.6.4 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AREA POLICIES
If environmental protection areas are declared in the future, then no development is
permitted in environmental protection areas unless:
1.

The development contributes to the overall well-being of the protected
area;

The development is necessary for the scientific study of the protected area;

3.

The development serves an necessary ecological function towards the
enhancement of the protected area; or,

4.

The development is the rehabilitation or expansion to an existing historic
building/use.

R
A

b.

2.

Any planning permission sought within an environmental protection area will be
carefully assessed and reviewed by the Chief Planner and subject to approval by The
Planning Authority.

c.

New environmental protection areas will take into account any existing facilities,

D

developments or uses that are within the boundary.
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6.6.5 NATURAL ENVIRONMENT POLICIES
Policies in this section are intended to protect and preserve the natural environment,
recognising it as a key characteristic of the BVI’s identity and as a key part of the BVI’s tourism
and economic sector.
The NPDP calls for the following land use policies in support of natural environment objectives:

6.6.5.1 PROTECT AND ENHANCE THE VITALITY OF NATURAL ENVIRONMENT SYSTEMS
The Natural Environment will continue to flourish while providing a range of

FT

a.

opportunities to earn a livelihood for present and future generations.

c.
d.

The natural environment refers to any areas within the following categories:
1.

National parks

2.

Salt ponds

3.

Mangroves

4.

Forested areas

5.

Undeveloped areas located in The Countryside

6.

Lakes

7.

Ghuts

R
A

b.

The existing protection for designated natural areas will be maintained.
Natural areas outside reserves and national parks may be used for private/public
investment opportunities that are not wide-scale intensive or destructive activities. An
Environmental Impact Assessment may be required to demonstrate that any activity
in these areas has no significant impact on the natural environment.

e.

When assessing impacts of development to the natural environment, an ecosystem

D

level approach will be used that:
1.

2.

Recognises that the BVI’s natural environment has a complex ecological
system, and ecosystem functions and ecological processes need to be
maintained; and
Recognises that an impact to the natural environment may extend beyond
the immediate site to the landscape scale, and ecosystem functions and
ecological processes at the landscape scale also need to be maintained.
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f.

Hilltops, hillsides, valley lands, and ghuts of the natural environment will be maintained
to minimise degradation to any areas located below.

g.

The biodiversity of the BVI and natural environment system will be supported by:
1.

Conserving the habitat and related wildlife corridors of threatened or
endangered species and protecting the habitat and corridors with buffer
areas; and

2.

Conserving the critical habitats of wildlife. Identified bird sanctuaries across

FT

the BVI are shown on the additional maps located in Appendix B. Town and
Country Planning will liaise with other departments to identify whether or not
any wildlife habitats are impacted by development requests in natural
areas.

6.6.5.2 INTEGRATE PLANNING AT THE LEVEL OF WATERSHED AND COASTAL ZONE
a.

Specific approaches for the management of salt ponds, coastal zones, and wetlands
determined through an Environmental Impact Assessment will guide decision-making
that maintains natural hydrologic patterns and processes. In particular, major
wetlands, coastal wetlands, mangroves, and salt ponds that contribute to the

b.

R
A

resiliency of the natural environment will be conserved.

Development or resource extraction that causes major erosion, degradation, or
pollution harmful to the health of facilities, coral reefs, seagrass beds, coastal zones, or
beaches will be prohibited.

c.

New water and wastewater infrastructure will not negatively impact the quantity and
quality of the water system. In particular, the outlet from wastewater infrastructure will
be located to optimise the ecosystem’s capacity to absorb the nutrients and minimise

D

contamination of the water resource.
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d.

Development or human activities that pose a risk to the water system will be carefully
assessed through an Environmental Impact Assessment and have a management
plan in place to manage risks to the water resource.

e.

Land uses in watersheds and sub-watersheds will be planned to minimise
contamination of stormwater run-off.

f.

Buffer zones, as determined through an Environmental Impact Assessment, will be
established along watercourses to manage development and protect the stable

FT

lands at the top of bank.

6.6.5.3 BVI’S NATIONAL PARKS WILL REMAIN HIGHLY VALUED BY CITIZENS AND
TOURISTS
a.

The BVI’s National Parks will be protected for their environmental merits and tourism
potential while nearby tourism development will facilitate increased access and
economic benefits.

b.

For any development proposed within 500 metres of a National Park, an
Environmental Impact Assessment will determine the extent of a buffer zone to

protect the National Park and maintain a natural and high quality environmental

c.

d.

R
A

experience.

Public usage of national parks should be monitored to avoid degradation of the parks
and assist in guiding investments to effectively manage their carrying capacity.
The management of national parks and natural conservation areas will be improved
to benefit both residents and tourists alike.

6.6.5.4 ACCESS TO BEACHES, AND NATIONAL PARKS
a.

Public access points to beaches and national parks will be identified by the Chief
Planner and development will not infringe upon these points of access.
Public access to these features will be protected and strengthened.

D

b.

6.6.5.5 NATIONAL PARKS
a.
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Land designated as National Parks on Land Use Map 1 includes all of the existing
National Parks in the BVI. The National Parks included in this designation are:
1.

Botanic gardens

2.

Cam Bay/Lee Bay
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Copper Mine Ruins

4.

Dead Chest

5.

Devil’s Bay

6.

Diamond Cay

7.

Fallen Jerusalem

8.

Fort Point – Tower Rocks

9.

Great Tobago

10.

Little Tobago

11.

Mount Sage

12.

Prickly Pear

13.

Queen Elizabeth II Park

14.

Shark Bay

15.

Spring Bay

16.

The Baths

17.

Gorda Peak

18.

West Dog Island

19.

Windmill Ruin / Mount Healthy

D

R
A

FT

3.
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b.

The National Parks of the BVI are important to the natural environment, for mitigation
and adaptation to climate change, and to the identity of the BVI. In accordance with
the National Parks Act No. 4 (2006) and the National Parks Regulations (2008),
permitted uses in National Parks shall continue to be conservation and
commemorative uses, and recreation uses and low-impact tourism uses that are
compatible with preserving the natural beauty of the area including flora and fauna.

c.

Development is not permitted in National Parks unless it serves to enhance the natural

d.

FT

or cultural identity of the area.
Proposed national parks will also be subject to the same uses as proposed in the

above policy statement. Proposed national parks are identified on the additional
maps located in Appendix B.

6.6.5.6 FISHERIES PROTECTED AREAS
a.

There are a number of protected fisheries areas in the BVI, as outlined in the Virgin
Islands Fisheries Regulations (2003) and shown on Land Use Map 1. Land use
development should avoid any impacts on these areas. These include:
Horseshoe Reef

R
A

1.

Hans Creek, Beef Island

3.

Beef Island Channel

4.

South Sound, Virgin Gorda

5.

Taylor Bay, Virgin Gorda

6.

The Sound, Salt Island

7.

The Sound and Wedego Bay, Ginger Island

8.

Dead Chest

9.

Big Reef, Peter Island

D

2.
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10.

Green Cay, Jost Van Dyke

11.

Money Bay, Norman Island

12.

Santa Monica Rock, South West, Norman Island

13.

North Bay, Guana Island

14.

Frenchman’s Cay
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6.6.5.7 MARINE PROTECTED AREAS
a.

The area between Dead Chest Island and Salt Island is currently listed as a Marine
Protected Area in accordance with the Marine Parks and Prohibited Areas
Regulations, 1991. This is shown on Land Use Map 1. Any activity on or near this area
should ensure that there are no negative impacts to the health and wellbeing of this
area. This extends to land development immediately abutting these areas which may
have negative impacts to the adjacent protected marine area.
The Proposed Marine Areas do not have the same legislative protection as the Marine

FT

b.

Protected Areas. Until such a time that the proposed areas receive the same

legislative protection as the marine areas, development in the coastal zone adjacent
to the proposed reserve that is incompatible with a marine protected area as

determined through an Environmental Impact Assessment should be discouraged.
The locations of proposed marine areas are identified on the additional maps located
in Appendix B.
c.

Historical shipwrecks and environmentally sensitive marine areas will be protected by
ensuring that development on the land does not create negative impacts to these
valuable assets.

a.

R
A

6.6.5.8 NATURAL AREAS OUTSIDE OF NATIONAL PARKS AND PROTECTED AREAS

In order to maintain the BVI’s connection to the natural environment, existing natural
areas that do not have the same protection status as formally protected areas should
be retained to the extent possible. Investment opportunities are permitted in natural
areas provided they are not wide scale, intensive, destructive or disruptive to the
natural ecosystem and environment as determined by an Environmental Impact
Assessment.

6.6.5.9 SEA TURTLE NESTING SITES
a.

New development in the coastal area shall be directed away from known sea turtle
nesting sites. The locations of identified sea turtle nesting sites are shown on Land Use

D

Map 1.

b.

Existing development in or near turtle nesting sites, such as Lambert’s Bay, should
follow environmental protocols so as not to interfere with turtle laying, nesting and
hatching.

c.

Development in the coastal zone shall be located, designed, and constructed to
minimise disruptions to sea turtle nesting sites and to prevent disruption of nesting sites
during the nesting season.
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6.6.5.10

MANAGEMENT OF WATER RESOURCES AND WATER CATCHMENT

AREAS
a.

Development that uses large quantities of water during construction or operation shall
be assessed to ensure it does not negatively impact the long-term sustainability of the
country’s water resources.

b.

Every effort must be made to minimise contamination of the BVIs water supply. No

6.6.5.11

GHUTS

FT

development which results in any degradation of the BVI’s water supply is permitted.

a.

Development is not permitted in areas currently occupied by ghuts.

b.

Development is not permitted in areas that are within 10 metres of a ghut.

c.

Ghuts must remain clear at all times to ensure that water can flow freely.

6.6.5.12

Development is not permitted in areas where there are mangroves. Mangroves play
an important role in the BVI’s natural environment and fisheries, and as such should be

R
A

a.

MANGROVES

protected.

b.

The BVI’s mangroves experienced a significant amount of damage following the 2017
hurricanes. Two of the large remaining stands at Paraquita bay and Sea Cows Bay are
a remnant of what they were pre Irmaria. These important natural features should be
protected and their rehabilitation managed to restore them to full health.

6.6.5.13
a.

SALT PONDS

Salt ponds are important environmental features in the BVI and should be protected
from reclamation. Salt ponds filter runoff and sediment from up-land development.
Their filtering ability ensures that the surrounding marine environment is sediment free
enabling marine environments (i.e. seagrass beds and coral reefs) to acquire the

D

sunlight they require to thrive.

b.

Development which has any negative impact on the health of salt ponds should be
avoided.

6.6.5.14

a.
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SEAGRASS

Any future development in coastal areas should not have any negative impacts on
the health of the BVIs seagrass.
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6.6.6 TOURISM POLICIES
The policies in this section are intended to provide key guidance on matters related to tourism.
This includes ensuring the increase of tourism development to meet projected demand does not
impact the protection of the natural environment where it intersects with tourism uses.
The NPDP calls for the following land use policies in support of tourism objectives:

6.6.6.1 TOURISM AND THE BVI’S NATURAL AREAS
The BVIS’s natural areas are a key draw for tourism. Protecting these areas is

FT

a.

imperative for the long-term sustainability of the tourism industry.
b.

Natural areas in the BVI refer to the BVI’s beaches, coves and parks. Tourism is

encouraged in these areas so long as they have no negative impact on the natural
environment.
c.

Preserving a high quality natural environment makes the BVI appealing to residents
and visitors and supports the country’s economic development. Therefore, tourism
projects should incorporate investments in environmental protection.

a.

R
A

6.6.6.2 TOURISM DEVELOPMENT AREAS

Tourism investments should be prioritised and developed so that they provide
opportunities for local citizens to also enjoy the facilities / amenities and should not be
exclusively for foreigners.

Existing tourism facilities should be protected from incompatible development.

D

b.
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6.6.6.3 THE BATHS
a.

The Baths are an important part of the BVI’s tourism identity. Development is not
permitted within The Baths, unless it contributes to the area’s natural environment or is
an addition to the existing facilities in the area and is proven to have no negative
impact through an Environmental Impact Assessment.
Existing developments within The Baths may be permitted to undergo upgrades or
extensions, subject to a review by the Chief Planner.

6.6.6.4 TOURISM CONNECTIONS
a.

FT

b.

The Cruise Ship pier in Road Town is the central gateway for cruise passengers visiting
the BVI. The cruise ship terminal and pier should be maintained and have appropriate
tourist facilities available for passengers disembarking at the pier.

b.

The airports in the BVI act as important gateways to the BVI. Connections to and from
the airports should be maintained and provide easy access to tourism destinations,
while ensuring there are no negative impacts on surrounding areas.

c.

Some of the ferry terminals in the BVI act as entry ports to the BVI for tourists. Any ferry

R
A

terminal which serves as a gateway for visiting tourists should provide adequate tourist
facilities.

6.6.6.5 INTEGRATING FUTURE TOURISM FACILITIES
a.

Creating linkages to local communities and encouraging community tourism to
distribute the economic benefits of tourism will be considerations in the planning of
tourism facilities and tourism infrastructure.

b.

Appropriate tourism facilities and tourism infrastructure will be planned in designated
tourism development areas, including The Baths, Cane Garden Bay, Smugglers Cove,
Brewers Bay, White Bay, The Crawl/Spring Bay and National Parks.
Access to tourism facilities, tourism infrastructure, and tourism sites will be maintained.

D

c.

6.6.7 RESOURCE POLICIES
Policies in this section are intended to provide guidance on the development and management
of the BVI’s agricultural, fisheries, aggregate & mineral resources, and alternative energy sectors.
The NPDP calls for the following land use policies in support of resource development and
management:
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6.6.7.1 SUPPORT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT THROUGH RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
a.

Resource development lands will be protected for the long-term by:
1.

Directing settlement or sensitive land uses away from existing resource
development sites and buffering them appropriately from resource
development sites;

2.

Protecting lands with future resource development potential from the
encroachment of settlement or sensitive land uses by reserving them for

FT

resource development use and establishing a buffer zone of nondevelopment around these lands; and
3.

Investing in technology-based and innovative solutions in new economic
sectors such as fishing and agriculture, while leveraging the BVI’s
entrepreneurial spirit.

6.6.7.2 ENHANCE AGRICULTURAL VITALITY
a.

The provision of agricultural uses will be encouraged in areas which do not have a

b.

R
A

negative impact on surrounding land uses or on the natural environment.

Existing agricultural uses will be protected to support the growth of this sector within
the BVI.

c.

Existing and proposed agricultural uses will co-exist with the natural environment

D

through the sustainable use of soil resources, buffer zones and protecting water
quality and quantity.
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6.6.7.3 SUPPORT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT THROUGH FISHERIES
a.

There are a number of key priority fishery areas in the BVI as described in the British
Virgin Islands Protected Areas System Plan (2008), and nearby development will be
guided to ensure the long-term sustainability of these fisheries. The locations of the
priority fishing areas are identified on the additional maps located in Appendix B.
These include:

2.

The Bight, Norman Island;

3.

Benures Bay, Norman Island;

4.

Frenchman’s Cay;

5.

West Guana Island; and,

6.

Great Camonoe.

FT

The Great Harbour, Peter Island;

Fisheries as a land use will be managed to encourage ecologically, socially, and
economically sustainable fisheries and will:

R
A

b.

1.

1.

Protect marine and coastal habitats in accordance with the principles of
integrated coastal zone management;

2.

Ensure that aquaculture activities have no negative impacts on terrestrial,
coastal, or marine ecosystems; and

3.

Consider equity with respect to the livelihood of fisherfolk when determining
the locations of fishing infrastructure and when approving development
that may impact fisheries.

c.

Expansion of the value-added fish processing sector will be supported by allowing
facilities in proximity to fishing and transportation infrastructure and by:

D

1.
2.

d.

Prioritising services to these facilities; and
Maintaining the road network to facilitate the transport of goods to market.

Fisheries infrastructure will be planned with consideration for resiliency to natural
hazards and climate change impacts to protect the investment for the long-term, by:
1.

Limiting fishing and impacts on fisheries in specific areas;

2.

Supporting the conservation of marine species and the marine ecosystem;
and
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3.

Balancing the fishing industry needs and consumption with environmental
sustainability.

6.6.7.4 SUPPORT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT THROUGH RESOURCE EXTRACTION
a.

The two existing quarries in the BVI will be managed to ensure they do not have any
significant impact on the natural environment.
Resource extraction activities are to be carried out in a manner that manages
impacts on surrounding areas and that the rehabilitation of Resource Extraction areas

FT

b.

after operations cease is planned for in advance.
c.

Planning permission for new Resource Extraction operations will require an
Environmental Impact Assessment.

d.

All extraction and processing must be conducted in a manner which minimises

negative environmental and social impacts, in accordance with all Government
legislation, standards and policies.
e.

The area within 500 metres of a quarry shall be considered a transition zone.

Development proposals located within 500 metres of an existing or closed Resource

R
A

Extraction site will only be permitted if these uses would not be negatively affected by
existing or potential resource extraction operations.

f.

Development within the transition zone shall not be permitted unless it can be
demonstrated that the development is compatible with the quarry and that it will not

D

hinder continued extraction or future expansion of the quarry.
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6.6.7.5 SOLAR AND WIND ENERGY RESOURCES
a.

Opportunities should be found to support economic development through the
exploitation of solar and wind energy resources

b.

Move towards creating a near carbon neutral society focused on optimal utilisation of
renewable energy and reduce dependency on imported energy by:
1.

Encouraging the planning of settlements and districts, and design of

2.

FT

buildings, that facilitate energy conservation; and
Encouraging the development of alternative energy sources in suitable
locations that minimise their negative impacts.

6.6.8 INFRASTRUCTURE POLICIES

Policies in this section are intended to provide guidance on the provision of new infrastructure
enhancements to the transportation network and improving utilities and access to services

across the BVI. Infrastructure is critical for sustained economic development, and the social wellbeing of the BVI.

R
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The NPDP calls for the following land use policies in support of infrastructure, transportation and
utilities objectives:

6.6.8.1 INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
a.

Infrastructure is generally permitted to locate within all land uses shown on Land Use

Map 1, provided it meets the requirements of this plan.

b.

Government agencies are encouraged to work with the Planning Authority to ensure
that infrastructure projects conform to the policies of this plan.

6.6.8.2 SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
a.

As the landfill located on Tortola reaches capacity, expansion opportunities and

D

suitable locations should be identified for new solid waste facilities.

b.

Proposed solid waste facilities should be designed and managed so as to minimise
the impact on the natural environment and cause no negative impacts to
surrounding land uses. The practice of open air burning should be sited to avoid
fallout of airborne emissions to nearby residences, businesses, neighbourhoods,
communities, and sensitive natural environment areas; ideally, open air burning should
be avoided and instead an enclosed incinerator should be used for the burning of
waste.
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6.6.8.3 WATER SUPPLY AND WASTEWATER
a.

A safe, sustainable, adequate and reliable water supply and water distribution system
will be provided for all settlements in the BVI.
1.

Settlements will be planned to facilitate the equitable distribution of water
in an environmentally and economically sound manner.

2.

Land uses in the vicinity of a water intake will be managed to prevent
system.

3.

b.

FT

sources of contamination from entering the water supply and distribution

Water resources will be managed in an integrated way to ensure long-term
sustainability of the country’s water resources for the benefit of all.

Present and future generations will have access to a proper standard of sanitation

through wastewater management to protect public health, minimise environmental
contamination, and safely enable compact development.

6.6.8.4 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Investments in stormwater management infrastructure will be made to prevent
flooding, and minimise the damage and safety risks associated with heavy rainfall

R
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a.

events.
1.

While the natural function of ghuts is the preferred approach to stormwater
management, it is expected that new and retrofitted stormwater sewers
and other stormwater management infrastructure will be provided to
accommodate rainfall.

2.

Ghuts should be cleared and maintained prior to the rainy and hurricane
seasons.

D

3.

4.

In situations where it is too costly or not feasible to retrofit stormwater
management infrastructure, alternative methods to protect property and
public safety may be implemented.

The amount of porous surfaces in settlement areas will be optimised to
allow water to seep into the ground to the extent that does not increase
the risk of landslide.

6.6.8.5 TRANSPORTATION
a.
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Highways and major roads are shown on Land Use Map 1.
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b.

The BVI’s roads should be maintained regularly to ensure they are safe and usable at
all times.

c.

The minimum width for roads shall be in accordance with the Land Development
Control Guidelines (1972) unless superseded by other national guidelines, or guidelines
in a local area plan.

d.

New development within a Primary Settlement Area or a Town or Village should have
a pedestrian sidewalk of 1.2 metres in width on at least one side of the road.
Settlements and development will be planned with appropriate automobile parking
spaces and loading facilities.

f.

FT

e.

A safe and connected transportation network will be provided to ensure the safety
and efficiency of travel, adequate levels of emergency response, and as a
precondition of economic growth.
1.

The transportation network will be made resilient to natural hazards and
climate change impacts through choice of locations, road alignments, and
supportive infrastructure including slope stabilisation.

2.

Settlements will be planned with multiple connections to the transportation

g.

R
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network to prevent isolation in an emergency.

The BVI’s ferry network will be the predominant mode of transportation between
islands and it is imperative that this system be maintained to ensure consistent
connectivity between islands.

h.

Pedestrian travel will be given equal attention to automobiles when planning a
settlement’s transportation network since walking is a primary mode of transportation
for many people.

i.

The planned pedestrian network will be connected and safely share the road with the
automobile.

j.

Adequate infrastructure for air and sea transportation including cargo and a

D

passenger terminal will be planned.

6.6.8.6 AIRPORTS
a.

The existing airport on Beef Island, the Terrance B. Lettsome International Airport, is
shown on Land Use Map 1. Development in the area surrounding the airport shall not

be permitted unless it is demonstrated that the development is compatible with the
airport use and with potential future expansion of the airport.
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b.

The existing airports on Virgin Gorda and Anegada are shown on Land Use Map 1.
Development in the area surrounding these airports shall not be permitted unless it is
demonstrated that the development is compatible with the airport use and with
potential future expansion of the airports. Both of these airports will also be required
to undergo upgrades to allow them to accommodate for more flights to and from the
areas. Upgrades will include re-tarmacking the runways, improving the terminal
buildings and the roads leading to and from the airports.

c.

All airports in the BVI should be built so they are capable of withstanding adverse

6.6.8.7 COMMUNICATIONS

FT

weather events, so that they may remain operational in times of emergency or can
resume operations with the least delay after a severe weather event.

a.

The BVI will work to ensure that all residents are able to connect to the internet and
receive phone connectivity without issue.

b.

Communication networks are essential during natural hazards and should be built to
withstand significant weather events.

a.

R
A

6.6.8.8 POWER GENERATION FACILITIES

Preference will be given to power generation facilities which draw from a renewable
energy source.

b.
c.

Where possible, all power should be derived from renewable energy resources.
Power generation facilities should be built to withstand the impacts of natural hazards

D

and climate change to ensure consistent power is delivered throughout the BVI.
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6.6.9 CULTURAL AND BUILT HERITAGE POLICIES
Policies in this section are intended to provide guidance on the conservation and protection of
BVI’s cultural and historical heritage, offering guidance on how future development should be
considerate of and sustain and celebrate the character of the BVI’s history, culture and
heritage.

FT

The NPDP calls for the following land use policies in support of cultural and built heritage
objectives:

6.6.9.1 CULTURE AND HERITAGE INFLUENCE
a.

Planning will recognise the influence that the distinct culture and heritage of BVI has
on its built form, and encourage reflection of this architectural expression in new
development. This will promote an awareness of cultural identity and pride and
create spaces for residents to gather and celebrate their community.

b.

Planning will ensure that community centres provide opportunities for local residents of
all ages to participate in a range of different cultural proceedings, and heritage
preservation and recognition.

Planning will create a national network of public cultural spaces and places that link

R
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c.

communities together and foster a sense of belonging.

6.6.9.2 PRESERVE AND PROTECT HISTORICAL BUILDINGS AND MONUMENTS
a.

Built heritage will be conserved, rehabilitated and/or put into adaptive re-use to
prevent dilapidation and loss of built heritage resources.

b.

Disturbance of cultural heritage sites will be avoided unless there is no other viable
alternative.

c.

Buildings, sites, and landscapes with distinct cultural or historical significance should be
identified as “Cultural Heritage Sites” by the Government for protection and
rehabilitation. The locations of identified cultural heritage sites are shown on the

D

additional maps located in Appendix B.

d.

Maintain areas that are aesthetically unique and sources of attraction, recreation,
education and research.

e.

Transition zones will be established around valuable cultural heritage sites to manage
potential negative impacts from development. The area within 150 metres of a
cultural heritage site shall be considered a transition zone. Within that transition zone,
development including billboard advertisements shall only be permitted if:
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1.

It can be shown that it will not have a negative impact on the cultural
heritage site;

2.

It is designed to be compatible with the cultural heritage site; and

3.

It reflects the principle of island design.

6.6.9.3 INFLUENCE OF CULTURE AND HERITAGE ON BUILT FORM
Planning will recognise the influence of the BVI’s distinct culture and heritage has had
on its built form.

b.

An “Island Design” approach will be used to reflect the BVI’s unique architectural

FT

a.

expression and design in new developments. “Island Design” refers to the distinctive
architecture that has evolved from local history, climate, available materials, and
topography, that is similar yet distinct from the architectural expression and

landscape design of other islands. Typical features of island design can include: wood

sidings, concrete blocks, colourful paints, connectivity to the outdoors such as through
verandas, open air rooms, courtyards, and large shuttered windows, tall doors with
porticos, vaulted ceilings, and/or thatch roofs, as well as certain species of

c.

R
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ornamental trees and plants.

Apply the concept of “Island Design” to:
1.

Sustain the unique architectural expression and design that is prevalent in
the BVI as a result of the distinct culture and heritage of the island; and

2.

Guide the siting, scale, architectural expression, and landscape design of
new development to be visually compatible with the surrounding area.

d.

e.

Tourism facilities should be designed based on the principle of Island Design.
Through local area planning, design controls to preserve areas of distinct character
may be implemented to ensure that new development does not undermine the

D

f.

Development located in the transition zones of cultural heritage sites should be
designed based on the principle of Island Design.

established character of an area and rather helps support and reinforce this
character.
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6.6.10 SOCIO-ECONOMIC POLICIES
Policies in this section are intended to provide guidance on how to maintain the role of the
tourism and financial services sectors as primary contributors to employment and generators of
socio-economic opportunities.
The NPDP calls for the following land use policies in support of socio-economic objectives:

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT THROUGH WELL-PLANNED

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS

FT

6.6.10.1

a.

The BVI will be planned with an orderly hierarchy of settlement areas with Road Town
as the capital and largest settlement area.

b.

Proper planning, siting, and infrastructure provision will occur prior to development of

new settlement areas since this is easier, more economical, and safer than retrofitting
uncontrolled development.
c.

Growth and development will be:

Located in a Primary Settlement Area, Towns and Villages, and will be
located to respect the goals of preserving the natural environment;

R
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1.

2.

Planned and developed with adequate servicing infrastructure including
infrastructure to control pollution, runoff, and erosion; and

3.

Directed away from steep slopes to prevent erosion and landslides, unless
there are no other viable alternatives and adequately designed
infrastructure is incorporated to mitigate the risk to property and public
safety.

d.

Downtowns, main streets, markets, shopping plazas, and/or individual commercial
enterprises will be planned and protected to foster prosperity, provide economic

D

opportunities, and convenient access to goods and services.
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e.

The Government will encourage the creation of Business Improvement Districts, to
provide a mechanism for local merchants to pool resources to fund physical
improvements or promotional activities.

f.

Parks and open spaces will be planned for settlements to promote good public
health, contribute to the islands identity, and maintain a connection to the natural
environment and will be:
Provided in close proximity to residential areas; and

2.

Provided in sufficient sizes and quantities to meet the needs of each

FT

1.

settlement area’s citizens.
g.

Community facilities and institutions will be equitably distributed to be accessible to
people in all regions.

h.

Community facilities will be located and constructed to serve as emergency
community shelters.

6.6.10.2

b.

The tourism sector is a key driver of national and local economic activity.

R
A

a.

FOSTER A POSITIVE ENVIRONMENT FOR THE TOURISM SECTOR

Improve air and sea access to the BVI by:
1.

Protecting lands for airport and seaport expansion as necessary to support
regular, continuous access to the BVI by air and sea; and

2.

Improving docking facilities for cruise ships and yachts to ensure that these
facilities are capable of accommodating the forecasting increase in
tourism.

c.

Support development aligned to the BVIs identity by:
1.

Creating linkages to local communities and encouraging community

D

tourism to distribute the economic benefits of tourism. These will be

2.
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considerations in the planning of tourism facilities and tourism infrastructure;
and
Providing appropriate tourism facilities and tourism infrastructure in
designated tourism development areas.

d.

Maintain access to tourism facilities, tourism infrastructure, and tourism sites.

e.

The environment will be placed at the forefront of BVI’s tourism industry by:
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1.

Quantifying climate change impacts on the tourism sector to improve the
capacity to understand and minimise these impacts;

2.

Supporting tourism development and related infrastructure while
considering land and resource constraints; and,

3.

Encouraging low impact, high yield business.

6.6.10.3

Respond to the land use needs of the financial services sector by:
1.

Providing for land necessary to support financial services service delivery
needs; and

2.

Considering the accommodation needs of the financial services workforce.

6.6.11 HOUSING POLICIES
a.

FT

a.

LAND USE NEEDS OF THE FINANCIAL SECTOR

Housing is an important land use in the BVI and critical to the well-being of

R
A

communities, families and individuals. The BVI experienced a loss in the amount of
housing units following the hurricanes in 2017. As such the BVI needs to replace these

lost housing units. New housing development should be built to standards where they
are capable of withstanding future adverse weather events.

b.

The BVI should plan for a range of housing types and forms to ensure that the housing
needs of all BV Islanders are met. This includes providing housing that is affordable to a
wide range of persons and families.
Housing should adhere to the following development standards:
1.

The minimum lot size for a single detached dwelling should be 300 square
metres if supplied with water and wastewater servicing.

2.

The minimum lot size for a single detached dwelling should be 1,350 square

D

c.

3.

d.
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metres if supplied with on-site water and/or on-site septic disposal.
The preferred minimum housing density in the Primary Settlement Area is 30
units per net developable hectare.

Housing development will be:
1.

Planned with appropriate housing forms and housing types;

2.

Affordable to a wide range of persons and families;
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3.

Coordinated with the provision of road, water, wastewater, stormwater,
transportation, and electrical infrastructure;

4.

Built with appropriate standards of construction, safe for habitation, and
resilient to the impacts of climate change; and

5.

Be organised into neighbourhoods and integrated with settlement areas in
proximity to shops, services, parks and open space, institutions and
community facilities, and the transportation network.

Planning will help address the barriers to housing development which include land

FT

e.

availability, tenure, titles, adequate infrastructure and servicing, phasing-in of
development, and cost.
f.

Affordable lots serviced with infrastructure will be encouraged in new developments,
and the condition of new housing will be ensured to improve the well-being of the

population. Affordability is defined as housing that could be: (i) rented by a citizen of
average socio-economic standing in the BVI without putting undue strain on their

level of otherwise disposable income, or (ii) mortgaged by a citizen of average socioeconomic standing in the BVI.

Recognising that informal settlement can prevent optimisation of infrastructure and

R
A

g.

D

land use, future informal development is prohibited.
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6.6.12 DESIGN POLICIES
6.6.12.1
a.

ACHIEVING BETTER BUILT FORM, SITE PLANNING, AND LANDSCAPING
General Design Policies
1.

New development should fit in with its existing or planned context and be
complementary to adjacent buildings, as well as the surrounding area.
New buildings should have a relationship to the public realm and

FT

2.

complement the existing character of the area.
3.

New development should support, improve and limit impacts on adjacent
streets, parks and open spaces.

4.

New development should, where appropriate, incorporate measures to
promote greenhouse gas reductions through environmentally sustainable
design.

Development should provide attractive, interesting, comfortable and
functional space for pedestrians.

6.

Development should incorporate the “Island Design” approach, as outlined

R
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5.

in Section 6.6.9.3 (b).

b.

Building Location, Organisation and Massing
1.

New development should frame and support adjacent streets, parks and
open spaces.

2.

New development should be oriented towards the main street.

3.

New buildings should minimise impacts to the natural environment and
where possible, preserve existing trees.

D

4.

c.

New developments should ensure that building servicing and access is
located to minimise the development’s impact on the surrounding area
and to improve the attractiveness of the street on which it fronts.

Street Proportion, Transition and Spacing
1.

The distance between buildings along a street should be consistent, to the
extent possible given local topographic conditions. New development
should work to maintain a consistent rhythm and spacing between
buildings.
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2.

New development should provide enough space between buildings for
there to be both suitable sun light and shade for human comfort.

3.

d.

New buildings should be positioned to maintain the natural flow of breezes
to assist with natural cooling.

Building Design and Articulation
1.

Buildings should be of a high quality design and made of strong materials,

2.

FT

to ensure they are resilient when faced with severe weather conditions
Buildings should be designed to complement the surrounding area and
should be influenced by the styles of adjacent buildings and the street.
3.

Personal expression in building design is encouraged so long as it
complements the overall character and streetscape.

e.

Landscaping

New development should incorporate lawns, flowers, shrubs/bushes.

D

R
A

1.
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7.0

Investment Action Plan

At the time this NPDP was written, the BVI faced a unique situation recovering from hurricanes
“Irmaria” while also planning for future growth and development. The investment action plan in
the NPDP therefore reflects short and medium-term priority investments related to post-hurricane
(re)development, as well as medium and long-term priority investments for on-going community

FT

and social development.

THE BVI WILL RECOVER FROM IRMARIA AND SEE PROSPERITY IN THE FUTURE

The status of BVI’s economic recovery from the events of 2017 is described in the 2018 budget
address, the MTFP for 2018-2020, and the 2018 Recovery to Development Plan (RDP).

After reaching its peak in 2015, BVI’s economy experienced a small decline in 2016, followed by
a further decline in 2017 due to the severe disruption caused by hurricanes “Irmaria”. Ministry of
Finance estimates suggest that this decline continued into 2018.

Economic declines were led by the tourism sector, with overall visitor numbers falling by more

than 33% between 2016 and 2017. These losses were mitigated by the financial services sector,

R
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which demonstrated tremendous resilience, experiencing a small year-over-year increase in
revenue and new company incorporations between 2016 and 2017.

Going forward, the resilience of the financial services sector, combined with recovery-related
construction activity, are expected to overcome the more severe challenges of GDP growth
facing the tourism industry. As a result, the Ministry of Finance has forecast a return to sustained
growth by as early as 2019, with GDP growth expected to rebound to over 6% in the current
fiscal year, led by the tourism sector and its associated industries.

A BVI NPDP INVESTMENT ACTION PLAN REFLECTING OUR GROWTH NEEDS
A key function of the NPDP is to provide a transparent and comprehensive investment
framework to support decision making for the Government, international financial agencies,
major financial institutions, and private project proponents. To this end, the NPDP offers a

D

prioritised list of projects. These projects align with the policy and sectoral priorities of the NPDP,
and reflect the direction and priorities of the 2018 RDP, the MTFP (2018-2020), the Social,
Economic (SEED), Environment and Direction/ Governance Framework and the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) and Targets.
These plans focus on balancing the urgency of recovery from the natural disasters in 2017 with
the need to sustain and accelerate BVI’s long-term development. The nation’s resilience has
already been demonstrated through the rapid economic recovery which is forecast to continue
through 2019.
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Establishing priorities based on criteria that are relevant, transparent and credible can increase
investor confidence and lead to land use decisions consistent with the NPDP.
The investment action plan presented in this section offers a phased approach to implementing
priority projects that operationalise the NPDP vision and policies. The investment action plan
includes projects that will manage population and economic growth consistent with the
principles of resilience and sustainable development. The projects listed below are consistent
with those included in the US$581 million 10-year RDP, and reflect input from stakeholder

FT

consultation conducted during the preparation of the NPDP.
The investment action plan is based on an analysis of:
•

Allocation of projected population growth to Tortola, Virgin Gorda, Jost Van Dyke,
Anegada, and the Cays;

•

Determination of the number of population-related community facilities in the centres
needed to support the population;

•

Balanced consideration of the needs and priorities for Tortola, Virgin Gorda, Jost Van
Dyke, Anegada, and the Cays;

Determination of viable, physical planning-related projects; and,

R
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•
•

Determination of the supporting institutional strengthening projects.

The projects identified in Table 4 are to be implemented over a 20 year period. Formal impact
assessments, detailed designs, and detailed costing may be required as part of these projects’
implementation phase. Where appropriate, projects should be prepared in the context of local
area plans. It is expected that the Government may seek the support from funding agencies to
assist with these projects.

There are also opportunities that need pre-feasibility studies before a specific project can be
undertaken; these pre-feasibility studies are also considered in this investment action plan.
Projects may occur sooner or later than the target timeframe(s) proposed in this plan subject to
funding availability, potential synergies with private investment, considerations for risk

D

management and feasibility, or changes in global /regional/national priorities.
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If a project’s target timeframe is “as based on population” in Table 4, then this means that the
project should be phased in step with the population increase in the locale (Tortola, Virgin
Gorda, Jost Van Dyke, Anegada, or the Cays). Otherwise, the timeframes are:
•

Short-term: between 0 to 5 years;

•

Medium-term: between 5 to 10 years;

•

Long-term: between 10 to 20 years.

The above timeframes overlap on purpose reflecting the fluid nature of programs, projects, and

FT

budget realities.
Table 4: Medium-Term Investment Action Plan Projects

Priority Sector

Project

Natural
Resources and
Climate Change
Environment

Est. Cost

Reference

($US, 2018)

Document

Timeframe

Replant coastal vegetation

$0.50M

RDP

Short-term

Develop new Botanical

$3.50M

RDP

Medium-term

$1.50M

RDP

Short-term

$0.25M

NPDP

Short-term

$0.25M

NPDP

Short-term

$3.92M

RDP

Short-term

Gardens

R
A

Rehabilitate Copper Mine
Point ruins

Food Security

Pre-feasibility for agricultural
expansion in the BVI,
centred upon new

agribusiness model in the
RDP

Renewable

Pre-feasibility study for

Energy

renewable energy

generation and distribution

in Tortola, Virgin Gorda, Jost
Van Dyke and Anegada
Develop a new National

Response

Emergency Operations

D

Emergency

Centre
Construct new
fire/emergency response
headquarters in Road Town,
and additional stations in
Virgin Gorda, Jost Van Dyke,
and other locales
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$8.00M

RDP

Medium-term
Long-term

Investment Action Plan
Priority Sector

Project

Est. Cost

Reference

($US, 2018)

Document

Timeframe

Human and
Social Services
Health

Iris O’Neal Medical Centre

$3.50M

RDP

Short-term

New polyclinics on Tortola

$6.00M

RDP

As based on
population

NPDP

As based on

New polyclinics on Virgin

TBD

Social Protection

Adina Donovan Home

population

FT

Gorda
$5.00M

RDP

Short-term

Medium-term

Virgin Gorda Elderly Home

$1.50M

RDP

Short-term

Medium-term

Education

Re-develop public primary

$10.30M

RDP

Short-term

Re-develop Elmore Stoutt
High School

$22.88M

RDP

Short-term

Re-develop Bregago Flax

$3.70M

RDP

Short-term

$1.25M

RDP

Short-term

Relocate the Tortola Landfill

$3.00M

RDP

Short-term

Establish Anegada waste

$0.40M

RDP

Short-term

$0.53M

RDP

Short-term
Medium-term

TBD

RDP

Short-term

schools

Educational Centre

R
A

Eslyn Henley Ritchez learning
centre

Waste & Debris
Management

transfer station

Pride & Cultural
Identity

Restore museums, historical
and heritage sites

Improve the Capital in Road
Town (beautification,

Medium-term

pathways, sidewalks,

Long-term

crosswalks, historic building
protection)

D

Infrastructure
Roads

Coastal Defences
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Investment in new roads to

TBD

NPDP

serve growth
Rehabilitate and extend sea
defence in Carrot Bay, Little
Apple Bay and Cane
Garden Bay
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As based on
population

$6.60M

RDP

Short-term
Medium-term

Investment Action Plan
Priority Sector

Project
Installation of retaining

Est. Cost

Reference

($US, 2018)

Document

$10.41M

RDP

structures throughout the

Short-term
Medium-term

Territory
Seaports

Timeframe

Long-term

Redevelop Road Town Port

$5.00M

RDP

Medium-term
Long-term

$4.30M

RDP

Short-term

Redevelop Gun Creek Port

$2.00M

RDP

Short-term

FT

Redevelop West End Port
Redevelopment of the JVD
(Dog Hole) Port

Pre-Feasibility Study for a

$2.00M

RDP

Short-term

$0.200M

NPDP

Medium-term

$2.00M

RDP

Medium-term

Shuttle Service between the
Road Town and West End
Ports
Airports

Upgrade the Virgin Gorda
and Anegada Airports

Water

Upgrade and expand the

Long-term

$20.00M

RDP

water supply and distribution

population

R
A

network

Sewerage

Upgrade sewerage network

$2.10M

RDP

in Cane Garden Bay
Expand the National

As based on

$20.00M

Short-term
Medium-term

RDP

Sewerage Programme to

As based on
population

various communities
throughout the BVI including
the sister islands

Electricity

New electrical power

$15.00M

RDP

Medium-term

generation plant on Virgin
Gorda

PRIORITY SETTING CRITERIA IN THE CASE OF LIMITED RESOURCES OR COMPETING

D

PRIORITIES

There may be instances where the Government, due to competing priorities and/or limited
funding, may have to choose one project over another. In these situations, the Government
should be guided by the following priority setting criteria:
a.
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Strategic fit:
1.

Alignment with the vision and goals of the NPDP;

2.

Alignment with other national sectoral policies and plans;
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3.
Feasibility:
1.

Technical feasibility;

2.

Timeframe for implementation;

3.

Resources available;

4.

Cost, relative to available Government funding and access to

FT

b.

Alignment with local area plans, if applicable;

external/partnership funding;
c.

Need/importance:
1.

Demonstrated need;

2.

Degree of positive impact and/or range of benefits to BVI generally;

3.

Consideration of positive impact and/or range of benefits to Tortola, Virgin
Gorda, Jost Van Dyke, Anegada, and the Remaining Islands and Cays,
specifically; and,

National profile / visibility.

D
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A

4.
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Part C

Part C: Strengthening Land Use Planning

D
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A
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in the BVI
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Institutional Framework Plan

8.0

Institutional Framework Plan

Achieving the long-term land use planning goals and intended outcomes will require a flexible
approach to guiding development, relying on good planning practice and aiming for
consistency with accepted planning principles. The role of the Town & Country Planning
Department, working in close cooperation with the public and private and civil society
stakeholders, will be based on finding compromises among competing priorities and celebrating

FT

incremental gains. While important progress towards establishing the necessary institutional
capacity has already been made, continued effort will be required.

The NPDP supports a best practice approach to achieving integrated sustainability planning
governance. This approach is grounded in fostering collaboration between agencies and

institutions by coordinating economic, environmental, physical and social elements of policy-

making and development. The goal is for long-range spatial planning to be transitioned into an
effective intersectoral forum bringing together public, private and non-profit sectors to help
coordinate decisions and actions that help achieve integrated resiliency and sustainability.
This broader forum will allow the NPDP to interact with other key policy frameworks with an

R
A

impact on land development (Figure 8), including the:
National Development Plan;

•
•

Recovery to Development Plan;
SEED dimensions; and, SDGs

D

•
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Institutional Framework Plan

D

Figure 8: Relationship of Policy Documents

Implementing the NPDP successfully will therefore require strengthening existing organisations
and processes through a series of institutional strengthening projects. These are identified in
Table 5, and are to be implemented over a five (5) year period.
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Institutional Framework Plan
Table 5: Institutional Strengthening Projects

Investment Program

Year(s)

General human resource training

On-going

•

Develop and deliver training to Town and Country Planning
Department (TCP) qualified professional planners to support forward
planning and policy planning

•

Rely on continuing professional development tools and resources.

•

Short-term

FT

Strengthen monitoring and reporting capacity within TCPD

Strengthen capacity within the TCP to monitor plan implementation,

report on progress, and implement evaluative mechanisms in order to
revise and update the national plan.
•

Align definitions of communities and districts across Government
Departments in order to enable comparability and accuracy in data
analysis

Strengthen Institutional Coordination
•

Invest in an Integrated Sustainability Planning Governance structure

Medium-term

that relies on inter-departmental and cross-sectoral communication

R
A

and coordination to ensure that implementation of the NPDP reflects
the accountability for project delivery that is distributed across
multiple departments.

•

Ensure a clear and adequately resourced role for the Planning
Authority exists within this structure.

Local Area Planning
• Strategise and prioritise local area plans that provide specific
guidance for development or redevelopment of important places in
the BVI. New local area plans may include those for Road Town,

D

Spanish Town, Belle Vue, and The Settlement.
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Medium-term
and long-term

Monitoring and Evaluation

9.0

Monitoring and Evaluation

Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) systems are critical to the implementation of plans produced
by the national government and for improving the design and performance of planning systems.
M&E systems are also a pre-requisite for transparency in decision-making, accountability of the
national government to stakeholders, of stakeholders to their commitments under the process of

FT

implementation, and for achieving true resiliency and sustainability.
Achieving the BVI’s vision for growth and development will rely on a system of continuous

monitoring and evaluation of the implementation of the NPDP. The BVI NPDP M&E system will
serve as a mechanism for measuring, monitoring and reporting on the performance of the land
use policies identified in Chapter 7 and Investment Action Plan in Chapter 8 of the NPDP.

The BVI NPDP M&E system draws upon: regional best practices; considers alignment with existing
national and international policy frameworks including SEED and the SDGs; and uses an

indicator-based framework for publishing an Evaluation Report. Notably, the indicators are
grounded in credible data sources, with reference to baseline conditions and future targets.
The BVI’s overall development goals are SEED dimensions (See Table 6). Combined with the

R
A

SDGs, the SEED strategic priorities guide the development of medium and long-term planning
documents, including the three-year MTFP 3.
Table 6: SEED Result Areas

SEED VISION: A prosperous Virgin Islands, ideal to live, work, visit and do business.
Social

1. Quality health, wellbeing and social services
2. Quality education
3. Gender equality

Economic

4. Stable and growing economy
5. Strong infrastructure

6. Minimise income inequality

D

Environmental

Direction/Governance

7. Effective management of natural resources and natural
environment
8. Strategic physical development
9. Hazard risk reduction and adaptation to climate change
10. Safety for all persons

3

The most recent MTFP at the time this NPDP was prepared was the one dated 2018-2020 and subtitled Resilience
Beyond Recovery: Securing our Sustainable Development.
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11. Effective governance
12. International relations
Table 7 identifies performance indicators that will enable monitoring of the implementation of
land use policies identified in the NPDP. The Government should monitor and report on the
indicators in Table 7 at regular intervals. To assist with monitoring and reporting, the Government
should determine the baseline status and the goal to be achieved by 2030 for each indicator,
and then at each interval report on the status of each indicator. The TCPD is primarily responsible
agencies.

FT

for implementing the monitoring and reporting system with support from other government

Table 7: NPDP Monitoring and Evaluation Framework

NPDP Policy
Priority

SDG Indicator

SEED Result Area

Land Use and

11.3.1 Ratio of land

Development

consumption rate to population

Strategic physical

growth rate

development

Tourism

Environment:

8.9.1 Tourism direct GDP as a

Economic: Stable and

proportion of total GDP and in

growing economy

R
A

growth rate

Natural

15.9.1 Progress towards national

Environment: Effective

Environment

targets established in

management of

accordance with Aichi

natural resources &

Biodiversity Target 2 of the

natural environment

Strategic Plan for Biodiversity
2011–2020

Infrastructure,

11.2.1 Proportion of population

Economic: Strong

Transportation

that has convenient access to

infrastructure

and Utilities

public transport, by sex, age
and persons with disabilities

D

Climate Change
Resiliency
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3.9.1 Mortality rate attributed to

Environment: Effective

household and ambient air

management of

pollution

natural resources &
natural environment
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Baseline

Target

Monitoring and Evaluation
NPDP Policy
Priority
Natural Hazards

SDG Indicator

SEED Result Area

1.5.1 Number of deaths, missing

Direction: Safety for all

persons and persons affected

persons

Baseline

Target

by disaster per 100,000 people

11.1.1 Proportion of urban

Social: Quality

population living in slums,

healthcare and social

informal settlements or
inadequate housing

FT

Socio-Economic

services

Resource

7.1.2 Proportion of population

Economic: Stable and

Development &

with primary reliance on clean

growing economy

Management

fuels and technology

Institutional

3.c.1 Health worker density and
distribution

Social: Quality
healthcare and social
services

3.4.1 Mortality rate attributed to
cardiovascular disease, cancer,

Social: Quality
healthcare and social

Recreation

diabetes, chronic respiratory

services

R
A

Parks, Open
Space &

disease

Cultural & Built
Heritage

12.b.1 Number of sustainable
tourism strategies or policies and

Environment: Effective
management of

implemented action plans with

natural resources &

agreed monitoring and

natural environment

D

evaluation tools

NPDP MONITORING REPORT
The BVI NPDP Monitoring Report should be prepared by the TCPD at least once every 5 years,
relying on the baseline indicators to track progress towards achieving land use policies and
planned investments. The report should describe the impact of plan implementation on: (a)
national development; and, (b)on regional development in Tortola, Virgin Gorda, Jost Van Dyke,
Anegada, and The Remaining Islands and Cays.
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Monitoring and Evaluation
UPDATING THE NPDP
The Physical Planning Act of 2004 specifies the need to review and update the Plan on an “asneeded” basis (Sec 18.). A comprehensive review of the NPDP is recommended to take place
at least every 10 years. The review will identify new information and new conditions that will
inform subsequent amendments, revisions, or updates to the NPDP.
Reviews and update to the NPDP are to be led by the Planning Authority, executed by the Town
& Country Planning Department, and undertaken in coordination with related Ministries and in
consultation with the public and stakeholders from government, the private sector and civil

D

R
A

12- month timeframe.

FT

society. The process for reviewing and updating the NPDP is expected to require a 6-month to
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Fact Sheet for Envision 2040
The National Physical Development Plan
What is the National Physical Development Plan (NPDP)?
The NPDP is a plan for the British Virgin Islands (BVI) that provides a vision and policies for our
sustainable development, sustainable use of our land, and climate change resiliency out to a horizon
year of 2040.

Don’t we already have a plan for our country? How is the NPDP different?
The NPDP is different because it is by and for BVIslanders; moreover, it is specifically focussed on how
we will use our land in the most sustainable way, so it includes maps showing areas for development
and conservation. The text (policies) of the plan talks about using land wisely, development that is
compatible, and achieving climate change resiliency through both conservation of natural systems with
an organised approach to using land, and proper building practices.

What area of the BVI does this plan cover?
As a land use plan, the NPDP covers the entire land mass of the BVI, including all four major islands as
well as the remaining islands and cays. It also shows important marine areas (e.g., Marine Protected
Areas) so that decisions about land use are made wisely to avoid negative impacts to these important
marine areas.

Where does the authority to create this plan come from?
The authority to create this plan and make it a legal document comes from the Physical Planning Act,
2004.

How is the plan organised?
The plan is built around three major themes identified in the territory:
TOURISM
The BVI will continue to have a strong tourism industry with upgraded, climate change resilient
facilities and will be a key driver for the country’s economy.
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
The Natural Environment of the BVI will be preserved and protected wherever possible so that
visitors and residents can enjoy the BVI’s natural beauty in perpetuity.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
The BVI’s infrastructure will be resilient and help the country effectively manage future climate
and weather events.

All the islands are different. How does the plan account for this?
Throughout the public engagement and plan preparation process, an overarching vision was developed
for each of the main islands and the group of remaining islands and cays. They are as follows:
TORTOLA will continue to be home to the main administrative centre of the BVI and the area
where the most population growth is expected to occur. Tortola’s infrastructure will be built to
ensure that it is capable of withstanding climate change and severe weather events. Tortola will
have excellent quality buildings, roads and other infrastructure. The number of people on
Tortola will support a vibrant quality of life and a wide variety of shops and services.
VIRGIN GORDA will continue to be a popular draw for tourists and will strive to enhance its
quality tourism industry, while also offering local residents a pleasant lifestyle with access to
amenities and services. Virgin Gorda will welcome new tourism development, better
infrastructure to support this, and will expect new development to implement mitigation
measures to ensure that it does not have any detrimental impact to the natural environment.
JOST VAN DYKE will continue to be a well-known tourism destination in the BVI. It will improve
its tourism infrastructure while maintaining the high quality natural environment which is a
significant draw for visitors and locals. This economic development will support a suitable range
of additional housing, shops, and services to serve those calling Jost Van Dyke their home.
ANEGADA will continue to be a key tourism destination in the BVI and also protect its vitally
important natural areas and vulnerable natural environment. Preserving Anegada’s natural
beauty and minimising its risk to climate change will maintain the island’s quality of life for
citizens. This will enable Anegada to achieve a resilient and sustainable future, with Anegadians
seeing new investment on the island that will benefit current and future generations.
THE REMAINING ISLANDS AND CAYS require careful development so as to support the BVI’s
character, identity, tourism industry and environmental sustainability. Development in these
areas will also ensure resiliency to climate change, and implement measures to preserve the
natural environment consisting of land-based ecosystems, nearshore areas/reefs, and the sea.

Who is this plan for?
This plan is for all BVIslanders because it guides how our land will be developed and conserved. In
particular, it will be of greatest interest to those involved in development and conservation – including
any individual citizen or business that needs planning permission, as well as those in government, real
estate, construction, mortgaging, and insurance sectors. Of course, it will be used by the Planning
Authority to make decisions about granting planning permission.
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What is the status of the plan?
The plan currently has draft status – while we have completed a lot of work on it, the plan is not yet
final. We are now seeking feedback from all BVIslanders. We will consider all feedback received and
then we will prepare the final version of the plan.

How can my opinions about using land or environmental protection get
included in the final plan?
As the public meeting series are now concluded, you can access the plan by sending an e-mail, or by
letter, as noted below:


Send an e-mail to dypenn@gov.vg with “NPDP” in the subject line; and/or,



Send a letter in attention to NPDP, addressed to Town and Country Planning Department, 33
Admin Drive, Central Administration Complex, Road Town, Tortola, Virgin Islands (British),
VG1110.

How much time do I have to give my opinion?
The deadline for feedback to be received is February 28, 2019.

When will the final plan be ready and available?
The final plan is expected to be approved in March/April 2019 and will come into effect afterwards.
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